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Bloody Hand Is in Evidence in Action Upon Both Sides.
Men Arrested. Tried and Executed
In the Same Hour.

Miller Makes More Trouble In
Rear Admiral Died of Wounds.
Uncle Sam's Printing Shop
St. i f ;prs.iiirK. Auz. 3. Patrols ju
Rear Admiral Beclemaeheff, wuo reihu oi runt a imvo a in been reinforced.
at Washington. D. C.
all punlic ,,uildtngs are heavily guard- ceived many wounds In the mutiny at
died during the ntghu
ed and domiciliary visits and arrests Cronstadt,
Incendiary fires were When the sailors mutinied, the adGreat Fans, Mont., Aug. 3. The are increasing.night but tney did not miral, with his staff, immediately
last
electrolytic smelters or Boston and started though
was feared" that the went out. heedless of warnings, and
Montana companies oi the Amalga spread, city mightIt be burned.
entered the barracks. Within a few
mated Copper company closed down whole
today say seconds he and two captains were
Cronstadt
from
Reports
evening
as
strike
of
a
result
the
last
some or the sailors have not sur- shot down. The officers showed splenof the smelter men, following the re that
court did courage, and vuose killed, died
Trials by
rendered.
Superintendent
to
Wheeler
fusal of
fighting.
ai iu o
recognize a committee from the union, martial wereIs resumed executions
Troops In Evidence Everywhere.
are
believed
today
it
and
discharged
which demanded that five
All stations of the Finnish railway,
progress.
in
employes be reinstated. Pickets have
Petersburg and VIborg, as
between
Dictatorship Seems imminent.
leen posted to prevent any workmen
refused to well as the entire length of the coast,
flatlv
Nicholas
from entering the works. The strike
which the line skirts, have been occu
the conditions to which Premier pied
affects a.OOO men of Cascade county accept
reorganisation
by troops.
in
agreed
the
Stolypin
employed in smelters, railroad com
17.1

Widow of Wall Street Dean Will Have to
Work Hard to Transfer Her
Fortune to Charity.

drum-hea-

,

panies and other industries connected
with the Amalgamated. It will be
nceasary, also, to close down the Bos
ton and Montana mines in Butte, em'
ploying 3.000 men, If tne
here continues.
n

LITHOGRAPHERS DEMAND
EIGHT HOUR DAY
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 3. Pursuant
to instructions from headquarters at
New York, the lithographers of this
city, who are members of the Litho
graphers international Protective and
Beneficial association, went on a strike
today to enforce their demand for the
eight hour day. Twenty-siestablish'
inents are af tided by the strike, whlc"
Involves several hundred men.
x

MILLER HAS MADE MORE
TROUBLE IN PRINTERY,
Washington, Aug. 3. W. A. Miller,
the assistant foreman 1 nthe bindery
of the government printing office, who
was suspended by the public printer
on July 21 for insubordination and
insolence, was dismissed from the
government Brvicp yesterday.
Mil
ler's former suspension in 1303 was
the cause of the government print
ing office and all offices where work
men are employed by the government
to be made open shops.

It is officially announced
of cabinet.
today that "reports tnat
elements will enter the cabinet
are untrue." Count Heyden and his
conferees have now washed Hiefr
hands of the government. 'Hie predictions ot the liberals that the disso
lution of parliament would inevitably
lead to uictawrshlp appear on the
point of realization.
General Strike Begun.
A
rviliisinn hptwppn workmen and
tiYKM.a
.inrinir which shots were ex
changed, is reported to have occurred
in Varva suburb. Other disorders are
sn-ulace in the Vibore
In ha vp Inl-psection of the city. The strike here
already affects lo.ttOO men, including the employes of the electric light
ing plants. Failure or the striKe is
predicted, since the workmen generall'
are not prepared. The decision to
strike was not reached without a
strong fight, three delegates to the
workmen s council standing out until
the end, against nine. The plan is to
strike uere tomorrow and at Moscow
on ftlonaay, and gradually extend it
throughout the en'plre until everything is at a standstill.
The general strike has been formally ordered to begin in St. Petersburg tomorrow at noon. As a preliminary, men employed in a dozen establishments went out at noon today.

PRESIDENT
APPEARS IN COURT.
Long Island City, L. I., Aug. 3.
The police court of this place was LIKES PEN BETTER
crowded this morning by many law
yers and other curious people who
w ere anxious to witness the rare spec
THAN OLD MEXICO
tacle of the appearance before a po
lice court of a railroad president
President Ralph Peters of the Long
Island railroad made his appearance So Says
Escaped Convict
in answer to a summons to appear be
with
fore the court in .tfunnectlon
Eugenlo Orona. Sent Up
complaints that had been made con
cerning the smoke nuisance caused
From Lincoln County.
by the burning of soft coal in the com
pany's locomotives. Mr. Peters made
ills appearance, accompanied by the
attorneys oi the company and the CAPTURED AT GLOBE. ARIZ.
case was promptly adjourned at the
request of the railroad company.
would rather be In the New Mexico penitentiary than stay in Mexieo."
EJECTMENT SUIT FILED
This was a statement made by EuAGAINST THE CITY genia Orona, an escaped convict who
was in the city this morning in charge
FRED J. OTERO SAYS THAT CITY of Sergeant Rolert Lewis, going back
the penitentiary after a year's freeWILL NOT PAY RENT AND PE to
dom.
TITIONS THE COURTS TO PUT
Orona was sent to the penitentiary
CITY OFFICOALS OUT.
from Lincoln county about two years
ago, by Judge Parker for four years,
The city building legal tangle, in having been convicted of "assault with
which the city of Albuquerque and intent to rape and burglary." He was
Fred J. Otero are the principals, has working en a chain gang on the Scenic
reached a phase where Mr. Otero, Highway, when one evening,
6
through his attorney. W. B. Childers o'clock, he deliberately walkedabout
away.
has asked the courts to oust the city
"I went to Las Vegas, and there
officials from their present abode.
the train for Colorado. From
To bring the matter to a focus suit took
I went to Kansas, and from
of ejectment was filed against the city Colorado
Kansas to Oklahoma, finally reaching
today. The city has twenty days in Mexloc.
I
like Mexico; it s no
wnicn to answer, and then the court! good for a didn't
working man, so I went to
answer of the plautlff will be filed Globe."It was at this stage of his
This will bring the matter to the story
that Orona made the startling
district court in time for the Septem statement
that he would rather be iu
ber term.
New Mexico peniteu'.lary than live
The affiant, in his petition, say the
Mexico.
that the defendant will not pay rent in Orona
was working at the smelter
nave
prays
to
him ejected.
and
at Globe when he was apprehended by
Sheriff Shanly of Gila county, through
informal ion brought to him by an emHOW SOCIETY STOOPS ploye of the smelter whom Orona had
told that he irad" escaped from the
New Mexico penitentiary.
He said this morning that he would
TO CHARITY WORKS
finish his time at the penitentiary and
then he would take good pains that he
did nothing more that would land him
Newport. R. I., Aug. 3. Everything there again.
1s in readiness for the fair which will
be given this afternoon and tvenlng GREAT METHODIST REUNION BEING HELD.
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. RegiHarrisburg. Pa.. Aug. 3. A great
nald C. Vanderbllt. for the benefit of
St. Marys Orphanage of Providence. Methodist reunion is being held toIt will be a society affair and Sandy day at Reservoir park under the ausPoint farm will for the day le thrown pices oi the Methodist Preacners' asupen to a host of visitors. Mrs. Wil sociation of this state. The reunion
liam R. Hunter, one of the managers opened this morning with a sermon.
of the orphanage, will have charge There will be a meeting in the after
of the fair. Mrs. Vanderbllt will have noon and an tner in the evening. In-- '
charge of the tea tables and will lie terestiiig addresses will be delivered
assisted by ..Irs. Natalie Sehenck Col- and there w.. also be an interesting
lins and Miss Laura Swan. Mrs. Pearl musical program.
Andrews will preside over the fancy
bag table and will be assisted by six MANY PROMINENT MINISTERS
IN ATTENDANCE TODAY.
young ladies Tn fancy costumes. In
the afternoon thefj will be an exhiKnoAiton. tue.,
3. The
At..
bition drill by nun from the nearby Knowlton c n'eivnci, which has
army and navy stations. Among other iu existence four years as a summer1
prominent society women who will tchool for Christian workers from all
assist in the fair, will be Mrs. Harold parts of ine province are in attendance
Urown. Mrs. Charles M. Oslrlchs. Mrs. and a high.v
successful nessi,.,.
Shafter Howard. Miss Freda Paine, exiected. Among those present are
Miss Morgan, Miss Little. Mrs. Wil- many prominent nnnhuers ana Chris-- ,
liam H. Mayer. Miss Kdl:h Wat more tiaa workers, who wul deliver ad-- l
ucd many others.
dreuses betor the conference.

HAS PROVEN
FAILURE AT HELSINGFORS,
Helslngfors, Aug. 3. sveaoorg fort
ress is completely in the hands of the
government this morning. The pris
oners have been sent to Skat.tuden
Island, wnere they will await trial.
The Socialist Red Guard, consisting of
the greater part of Finnish proletariat,
made the last effort last night to bring
about a general strike. They marched
In force to the power nouse of the
street railway and ordered the men to
strike. Upon their refusal the guards
attempted to destroy the buildings.
The police and the communal guards
were summoned. In the fight that
followed a number of aien on both
sides were killed.
REVOLUTION

TROOPS HAVE MUTINIED
AT REMBERTOFF.
Warsaw, Aug. 3. Artillerymen In
the summer camp, at herubertoff, near
Warsaw, have mutinied. Infantry and
Cossacks have been dlspatced to the
scene to quell the revolt.
FIVE HUNDRED CAPTURED
AT ONE MEETING LAST NIGHT
Riga. Aug. 3. iL.ir.cma, Russia.)

secret revolutionary meeting, which
was attended Dy five Hundred persons,
was surrounded last night by dragoons
and every man present was captured.
A
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August 19 Inclusive With Religious Work Each Day.
Mass., Aug. 3. Tfre
general conference for
Christian Workers opened here today
and will remain In session until August 19. The conference, which was
called by W. R. Moody, the noted
evangelist, who will be the leading
figure at the meetings, .promises to
be of unusual interest and great Importance. The managers of this conference are planning to have a sub- conference from August 6 to 11, to be
neia m connection with tne regular
August meetings at which the diffi
cult problems of evangelists will be
taken up by men who have proved
themselves successful as pastor evan
gelists, j ,io scheme is te have each
afternoon fifteen minute addresses on
set topics, and theu an hour given to
an open conference, in which ques
tions may be asked and plans and
methods submitted that Shave - ieen
found effective in various. lipids? theBe
discussions promise 1j w valuable.
not only to young minister who are
inexperienced in evangelistic
work,
but also in centralizing 'the various
fields of activity.
A noted pastor evangelist who will
best represent the particular subject
for that day will preside ot each day s
meeting. Among these will be Dr. H
O. Weston, the venerable college presl
dent and evangelist; Dr. Albert Plumb
of Boston; Joseph P. Cauoun of Pitts
d
burg; John Wicker of Trenton;
B. McAfee of New York: L. S.
Chfor, the singing evangelist; Howard
v. Pope of New Haven, who stands
for the Northfleld extension work; C.
H. Tyndall, the scientist, and Len G.
Brought on of Atlanta. nio Is perhaps the most typical pustor evangelist of the south.
Dr. R. A. Torrey, of, Chicago, will
be here part of the time and will give
the valuable lessons which he has
campaigns
learned in his world-widIn Australia and Knglond.
In addi
tion a strong trio of foreigners, D,.
G. Campbell Morgan, of London; Dr.
G. A. Johnson-Ross- ,
of Cambridge, and
Dr. Hutton,
of Newcastle-on-Tyne- ,
will lecture.
h
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MAYOR JOHNSON EXON
BY COURT

CleveiSnd, O., Aug.

2.

Judge

Ken-

DIRECTORS' BOARD ELECTED nedy, ot the court of common pleas,
today docided that Mayor Johnson was
tonight the Occidental Life
Insurance ctmpany will have been
fully organized. The stockholders of
the company met In the company's
office Jn the Barnett building yesterday afternoon and elected a board of
directors and this afternoon another
meeting is being held at which officers
will be elected, and then J. H. O'Kielly
will have realized his fondest hopes.
He will then be the organizer of the
enly Insurance company doing business in New Mexico and Arizona, or
what may soon be Arizona the Great,
the stock of which is owned exclusively in the territories, and whose
policy wm be to keep its funds at
home. Mr. O'Rielly said this morning
that it was the intention of the company to keep at least 2,000,0im in the
banks ot the two territories, to be
loaned to local borrowers.
The standing of each of the directors, all of whom are stockholders, reflect well the financial strength of the
company. These directors are as follows: Joshua, S. Haynoids, president
of the first National bank of Albuquerque, and also of tne Klrst National
banks of El Paso, I,as egas, Belen,
and Tucumcarl; Attorney Alonzo B.
Mc.Millen of this city; Vice President
M. W. Plournoy, of the First National
bank of Albuquerque; Dr. J. II. Wroth,
a prominent physician of Albuquerque;
R. J. Phalen of the First National bank
cf Santa Fe; James oral) a in McN'ary,
of I.as Vegas; Henry 1). Bowman, of
Bowman & Son, Las Cruces bankers;
President W. D. Murray of ttie Silver
Ci:y Natioual bank; President Solomon Luna of the Bank of Commerce,
Albuquerque; C. N. Blackwell. cashier
of the First National bank of Raton;
Mark A. Rogers of Tucson; H..S.
Creightcn of Phoenix; Cashier E. A.
Cahoon of the first National bank of
Roswell; C. F. Alnsworth, president
of Home Savings Bank and Trust com
pany, Phoenix, Ariz.; T. E. Pollock,
president of Arizona Central bank.
Flagstaff, Ariz.; E. W. Weils, vice
president of Bank of Arizona, Prescott
Ariz.; John R. Hulett, merchant, H
Ariz.; M. J. unnlngham, cashier, Hank of Bisbee, Bisbee, Ariz.; Juo.
IV. Poe, president oi Citizens' National bank, Roswell. N. M.
By

not guilty of contempt of court, as
charged, in connection with tearing up
the tracks of the Cleveland Electric
Railway company, last week.
The
court held that W. J. Sprlngborn, director of public service, had violated
the temporary Injunction issued by
Judge Ford in the case. Sprlngborn
was fined $100 and costs. Application
for a new trial was filed by Spring-born'- s
attorneys.
ROBERT
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Montevideo, Aug. 3. The student
have actually endeavored to provok
the animosity ot the people against
Secretary Root. Some of the papers
comment unfavorably upon his latest
discourse.
FIRE AT MILAN DESTROYS
DECORATIVE ARTS BUILDING.
Milan, Italy, Aug. 3. Fire, which,
broke out here this morning in the
International exposition did immense
damage. Sections devoted to the decorative arts of Italy and Hungary were
totally destroyed, and also the pavilion in which were installed the exhibits of Italian and Hungarian architecture. The damage Is estimated at
$S00,0OO. The origin of the flr is attributed to an electric short circuit.
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New York, Aug. 3. What me t'ae
charities which re to go down In his
tory as beneficiaries of Mrs. Russeli
Sage, now the richest woman In the
world?
Mrs. Sage has always been known
by her intimate friends. as a kindly
natured woman, who would hare been
generous In her gifts had she controlled the purse strings. She is a woman of broad culture, interested in all
that pertains lo her own sex.
It is iprobable that no woman in
the history of the wcrld has at the age
of 76 undertaken such a colossal task
a$ that which now confronts the widow
of Russell Sage. If she lives to be as
old as her husband was and succeeds
In disposing of the vast fortune before her death she will have to find
places for about $6,700,000 a year.
Without considering the natural In
crease from invested moneys, and if
Mrs. Sage were to dispose of any equal
amount each day In the week for 12

yews, she would be giving away every
24 hours 118,600,
Mrs. Sage was born in Syracuse, the
daughter of Joseph and Margaret Slo-cuHer
was the
sixth lineal defendant of Miles Stand-ish- .
Mrs. Sage became a school teacher after her graduation at the famous
Emma Villard school - Her ftrt school
position was in the Chestnut street
seminary, of Philadelphia. Mrs. Sage
met her late husband through his first
wife, who Tiad been one of her most
intimate friends. In her 40th year she
married the great financier.
Mrs. Sage is in good health, end.
though much worn out from the long
nursing of her husband during the
Inst two years of his life, is active
and promises to live many years more
One of Mrs. Sage's greatest amuse
ments, as indicating the simplicity of
her character, Is feeding iiie squirrels
in Central Park. When she is in the
city she never forgets to treat the
little brown tree climbers to nuts and
kind words.

COERCION WILL NOT BE USED
BY ARIZONA CORPORATIONS

To Compel Workmen's Votes Against

Statehood, Says Citizen Correspondent Over There.

Montgomery, Ala., Aug. 3. Robert
L. Dix, a negro, convicted of the murder of Bert Pasnall, a Blrmlngmam
street car conductor, was executed by
hanging today. A quarrel over paying
street car fare was the cause of the
murder for which Dix was hanged.
On the morning of Octoler 16, of last
year, Dix with a party of negroes, was
riding to work, and Pasnell attempted
to put him off the car. The negro
thereupon drew a knife and fatally
wounded the conductor. Dix was convicted of murder in 'hu first degree
by the Jefferson criminal court and
sentenced to death. The supreme
court aproved the finding of the lower court and refused application for
rehearing.

Special to Evening Citizen:
the activity of these
Santa Fe
Tucson, Ariz., Aug. 4. There has and others, doubtless caused consid
credence to be given to the re
been considerable talk away from erable
ports already mentioned.
home, and not a Utile of it here in the
Then, too, certain paper parasites,
territory, that the United Verde, the which every one knows to be living
Copper Queen, are Harriman interests on the gratuities of these four enter
and tne banta Fe company navw prises or upon certain others of the
n
agreed to see that the statehood
opposing corporations, have heen so
shall not be carried In Novem- vicious and venemous la their abuse
of all who favor Joint statehood, that
ber next.
Many are saying that before election the belief was almost lrresistable that
day the word will be passed down the these pensioners did lmt express the
line from the highest to the lowest em- extreme views of those who feed them.
ploye of these four systems the great
But it begins now to appear that the
four of Arizona informing every agent have gone further than the
workman that if he Intends to vote for masters ever authorized. It cannot be
s'ateliood he hail better go to the of- said that tho corporations are less opfice first and call for his time, as af- posed to statehood than heretofore;
ter election all statehood men will not but it can be said and sustained that
OE COTTON only be discharged bu will be put on they are beginning to see that such
CONDITION
the blacklist Uoks for all four of the extreme views and language as that
companies.
which some Cave been advancing and
Some color was given to these re- using, is calculated to make friends for
CROP EXCELLENT
ports by the fact that Col. Epes
statehood In every village, ranch borne
representing tne Southern Pa- and mining camp which Arizona conYour correspondent does not
cific, E. E. Kllingwood, employed by tains.
people: the record believe that any intimidation or coer
Washington. D. C. Aug. 3. A state- the Phelps-Dodgment Issued at noon today oy the crop In Congress of Senator Clark himself. cion will be practiced by the corpora
tions in the coming election. A free,
estimating board of the department of owner cf the United Verde; and the!
agriculture shows the average condi- ceaseless flutter of the Murphys, so! fair fight will be the watchword of
with
connected
the both parties.
tion of couon In July lo be 82.9, as prominently
c ni;ared with 74.9 for the same date
last year and the ten year average of
FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE
82.4.
The condition of the Texas crop ANNUAL SESSION OF THE
TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION DEAD.
SPRINGFIELD ADVENT CAMP,
is 8ti, as compared with ten year averSpringfield .Mass., Aug. 3. The anage of t ).
111.,
Aug. 3. Isaac 1).
Chicago,
Springfield
of
Ad George,
the
nual session
of the Interna-- '
president
first
will
KID HERMAN AND BENNY
vein c:iiiiti roaMinif association
Union,
Typographical
died yestic.ial
YANGER TO FIGHT. open this evening on the association's
Terre Haute. Ind., Aiu. 3. The two camp grounds on Liberty street. The terday, aged 69. At the time f his
(ir'iano lightweight boxers, Herman presiibnt. the Rev. O. H. Wallace, death he was the president of the Old
and Yani;er, have been matched to u. Ill mesiile and the sinsjlng will be Time Printers' association.
bat' lu before the pond net e, l bv tint Rev. C. M. Seamans
fisht a
Terre Haute club toniuht. According of Chelsea, who will also have charge
to the conditions of be fight the con- of tlin clllluren s meetings. 1 lie uev. WILLIAM H. BELCHER
Chicago Live Stock.
GETS TWELVE YEARS.
testants are to weigh 133 pounds each Miles Grant will have charge of the
3.
Chicago, I'.l., A;;.
Cattle re- at the ringside. The fight is for the love feast. The annual business meet
Paterson. N. J., Aug. 3. William H.
ceipts, la.iNiii; market, strong: beeves. honors and a Uieral percentage of ing will be held next 1 uesday.
Belcher, who, when mayor of this city,
$3.5nifj ti.&u; cows and heifers, $ l.l'oifjr the gate receipts.
absconded a year ago, and who surBoth are said to
5.3n; stockers and feeders, 12 5"'s le In fine trim for a spirited battle
rendered last Monday, was sentenced
Metal Market.
H ou; Texans, :.,.!i'Si 4.85; westerns, and sportsmen from all parts of the
New Yrk. Aug. 3. Lead, quiet, at today to twelve years' imprisonment
3.tO(&5.25; calves, 13.x j 7.50.
on the charge cf embezzlement.
state are here to wi'nesg the fight.
15. 5u; copper, firm, at $1$...
.

Prejudice Against Secretary
Root-Fi- re
In Milan

extent of fully $800,009

Sessions Will Continue Daily Till

ORGANIZED

Company Has Best Backing
In Both New Mexico
and Arizona.

PEOPLE TRY

irreparableIdamage to

AT HEIGHT OF POPULARITY

twenty-fourt-

MONTEVIDEO

TOJCREATE

EVANGELIST lilOODY WHILE

LITHOGRAPHERS7 STRIKE

shut-dow-

160.000,000

WORKERS III

To

Rejects Stolypin's Cabinet.

Copper Are Closed For
Union Recognition.

GIVING

1900.

prop-ositki-

EMPEROR WILLIAM IS
DISTURBED WITHOUT CAUSE.
Paris, Aug. 3. The Matin, today,
publishes an Interview had by its Berlin correspondent with Emepror William, in which his majesty said that
the yellow peril was not the sole dan
ger threatening the world, there also
being the red danger.
"Heads' of states," the emperor added, "whether of absolute or constior . republics,
tutional
monarchies
hourly risk their lives."
Speaking to a French naval officer,
the kaiser said: "It is frequently
quoted that I am pleased when I ;eara
that some French scandal has broken
out in the French army. It is false.
Any harm befalling the French army
fills me with uneasiness.
Ism is an international pest. The nation rejoicing thereat resembles the
city reJoHnr t.t the outbiealraf th
cholera in a neighboring town.
Anti-miilar-

CAPT. DAMfc RETURNS
FROM CITY OF MEXICO
Captain W. E. Dame, clerk of the
district court, returned this morning
from Mexico, where he has been engaged for several months past In superintending the making of a prelimi-

nary survey for narrow guage railroad, thirty miles in length, for the
Colma Lumber company. The new
road is in the state of Coll ma and extends from a 350,fl()Q,0u0 feet tract ot
timber land cjwped by the comfiaoy,
to thJ VQWft I Colma, where is the
capital ot the state ot the same name
Colima J one ot the Pacific coast'
states Ct Mexico. The timber is oak,
and according to Captain Dame the
tract owned by the Colima company Ja
very fine. It is timber that will Bad
a ready market in the world. The
shipping port for Colima is Manza-nlll- a.
The company which Captain
Dame represents is an organization
of eastern capitalists.
"There is nothing in the report that
there is likely, to be an uprising
against the Americans In Mexico on
September 16," said the captain. "We
have been treated in the most friendly
manner. If such a thing should be
started, the instigators would be shot.-ThMexican government is well able
to cope with any revolution that could
possibly occur. The town of Colima
has about 30,000 population and U
modern in many ways. It has ice
factories and electricity, and an electric car system is now being built.
The place Is prosperous and offers
splendid openings for both capital and
capable men. The country Is very
tropical. Coffee, bananas, . all kinds
of fruits and cocoanuts grow there in
abundance and almost without cultivation."
Captain Dame stated that work on
the Colima railroad was stopped by
the rainy season, which has just begun.
He expects to return as soon
as it is possible to resume work.
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IS OUT IN

CIP

Ran-uolp-

e

ten-roun-

Indianapolis,

Afg. 3. The
went into
camp here today. The troops will remain in camp until August 13. The
encampment is part of the Plan for
concentrating the state troops and
giving them a 'preparatory training
for the work In the mobollzatlun ot
the United States troops.
Heading, Pa.. Aug. 3. Oliver C.
Sitler, the former steward of tTie
county pojrhouse, who was sentenced
for
to four months '.mprisonment
grafting, will be released this noon,
term,
bitler,
after having served bl
who was a great power in democratic
politics, has many friends and they
have prepared an ovation fo;1 him.
iney will meet him upon his release
with a
banu and will conduct
bliu to a notel, where a uoncjuet will
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CHIEF CLERK OF THE AMERICAN EMBASSY DIES TODAY.
Ixindon, Aug. 3. Charles Hudson,
for thirty years chief clerk of the
American embassy here, died today.
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No one can reasonably
to the Irretlbtablo impetus. tesplte a murderer, and does the Job prompt perience
in the business. Suits made the Constitutionalist, Emuilnence, Ky
solemn warnings from
ly bngiand does not recognize the to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana when he was fiercely attacked, four good digestion when the bowels areT.
"rulers of the king's naveej' and walls power of mo: ey to buy a moment's re repaired. The specific I use will not years ago, by piles, bought a box of constipated. Mr. C'has. Baldwin of EdIN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
DEALER
says:
catch-pennIII.,
suffered
from
"I
spite. England has no sympathy with injure the cloth. Indies' garments Ilucklen's Arnica Salve, of which he waniMviiie.
from
whose
constipation and stomach
lullaby had kept the masses asleep or tne delays In 'the execution of her also cleaned
chronic
made
walking
days
says:
and
ten
skirts
in
me
and
SHERjiAN-WILLIAM"n cured
PAINT Covers more, Iooks best, wears the
r,,. several vears. but. thanks to
soothed the fretful complainings of the criminal law. Hence tho Thaw cast to order. Give me s trial.
nj trouble since. Quickest healer of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablongest, most economical; full measure.
few, the cabinet Is prepared with a Is much discussed in every circle Jut
wvunus.
O. BAMBINI.
burns, sores, cuts and
BUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
lets, am almost cured." Why not get
"reduced army and navy expenditure now not eca'ise of anv re! interest
at all druggists.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
a package of thtse tablets and get
liolicy." This means that Sir Henry in the case tnat is all ovi-but be
have
don't
Our ROUGH DRY work
Price 25c. SamCampbell Bannerman
proposes
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
to cause ol the peculiar possibility, grave to be wished over. Imperial Laundry
ant results in advertising well and stay well;
If you
ples free. For salt-- by all druggists.
stand or fall on the proposition that ly discussed, of The sla; er of Wuae Co,
trv an Eveninj Citizen want fcd.
n
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JUDGETAHNERIS

Let the next 6 months
be banner money makers

PARDONED

are growing less

IS DESTINED
50-foo-

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

119 S. Second St.

Explratl-- n of sentence 116,
of the large growers received, being manner:
close to 20 cents. The wool was extra1 paroled 4, died 5, pardoned 1, escaped
fine. Mr. Hill declaring It to be the,l, by order of the supreme court 1.

--

4

Portland Ore.. August 3. Judge
A. H. Tanner, accomplice of the late
V. S. Senator Mitchell In the famous
fraud agreement, has been pardoned
toy President RooseirTit, and ia now
a free man. Tanner plead guilty in
the federal court early last year to an
Indictment charging lUm with per
jury, and testified regarding the fa
mous partnership agreement, between
himself and Senator Mitchell that fig
ured so sensationally In the latt'er's
trial and conviction. The unlawful
agreement first contained 'a clause
specifying that all fees for work done
before the government departments
and congress were to go to Senator
Mitchell, but this clause was changed
to specify that all fees snould go to
Tanner, and Tanner confessed that
this was done as a protection to Sen
ator Mitchell, who on Tanner's testl
mony, was convicted to the offense
the remodeled clause was intended
to conceal.
For swearing falsely In regard to
this agreement Tanner was Indicted
on a charge of perjury ly the grand
jury. Afttr two weeks he broke down
confesing his guilt in cpen court and
offering himself as a witness against
Senator Mitchell, his ,ormer la-- r part
ner. It was this service to the sate
that secured Tanner his pardon at
the hands of the president.
The pardon was signed on June 26,
Ibut was read In open court only a few
Idays sinlce. when Assistant United
States Attorney General Jleney an
nounced Tanner's pardon.
X 2 X X X X X X X X T
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TERRITORIAL TOPICS

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE
SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

t
Beautiful, level
lots, only $25 to $150 each, Only $5 down;
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages

Callatoffice,'n9South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

PAGE THWtr.

(UJNUWIEIBSIITY

for you

Remember, you're getting old and opportunities

EVENING CITIZEN.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T CO,

"QUEEN OF DIAMONDS"

The Increase during the year was
31; as ajtalnBt 35 the year before. On
July 1, lyoo, the enrollment was 329.
Added during the year laj. Total 4W.
Discharged during the year, the 128
mentioned altove, leaving on banu,
June 30, this year, 3B0 prisoners, of
whom 25 are United States prisoners.
New York, August 3. Mrs. Halsey
The classincation of those enrolled
June 30 was as follows: Whites, male, Corwin, who has for seme time been
129, female i; Mexicans, male, 198; sparkling
under the sobriquet of the
Indians, male, 13; negroes, male. 17;
"Queen of Diamonds, has lost $30,000
SHOT HIMSELF IN FOOT
Chinese, male, 2. Total, u60.
WHILE OUT HUNTING.
worth of her Jewels.
The ctner morning, at about 7 YOUNG BRADFORD PRINCE
The fortune In precious stones
o'clock, "Uncle Jimmy" Donahue,
FELL FROM HORSE AND HURT
while hunting at his home, near Journ-IgaWlille on horseback yesterday re- adorned Mrs. Corwla when she Joined
Spring, about . eignteen miles turning to the city from the Prince
southwest of Oarlsbad, accidentally ranch near Espanola, William Brad- a party of merrymakers at an uptown
shot himself through the instep of his ford Prince met with an accident apartment for a farwell dinner befare
right foot, with a
carbine, which might easily have been more sailing for Europe. There was a lively
says the iaun. This Is probaoiy more serious than It was, says the New popping
of corks and many refllllngs
deplorable on account of the fact that Mexican. The horse stumbled and fell
Uncle Jacic" lost the left leg, to the and one of his feet was caught under of a large punch bowl. In the wee
knee, by amputation, in earlier life. the fallen animal. It was painfully small hours of tEe next day, Mrs. CorIt seems that he was resting the muz- bruised but no bones were broken and win went to the apartments of Mrs.
zle of the gun on his foot when It went he was able to limp on It today. Mr. Elizabeth
McVettle, her close friend.
off, whereupon he threw the gun Prince was coming to town to attend
away, and went to his norse, which the governor's reception, but was pre- The dlamonas were placed upon a
was standing close by, and placing his vented from doing so by the mishap.
shelf and the two women lay down to
Injured right foot In the stirrup,
rest. When they arose the jewels
Summer Diarrhoea In Children.
mounted and rode about two miles to
were gone.
During the hot weatucr of the sumthe 'home of Julian Smith, where Mrs.
Mrs. McVettle' and a bookmaker
Smith bandaged the wounded mem mer montus the first unnatural looseber. The two mile ride came near ness of a child's bowels should have named Alvah M. King were later arbeing the end of "Uncle Jack," s ne immediate attention, so as to check rested, but were not njld.
was almost past going from the loss of the disease before it becomes serious.
This was the second time Mrs. Corblood and the strain of mounting. He All that is necessary la a few doses
was brought to town and placed In cf Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and win haj oeen robied of her Jewels.
the hospital, under the care of Dr. Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose The first time they were taken from
Parr, who extracted a large piece cf of castor oil to cleanse the system. her room In the fashionable apartleather, which came from the boot Rev. M. O. Stockland, pastor of the ment hotel La Marquise. They were
worn on the foot, also several pieces first M. E. churcu, kittle Falls, Minn.,
writes: ' We have used Chamberlain's recovered and a bell boy and clerk
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy c:nfessed the crime.
INTERESTING FIGURES ON
ARIZONA PENITENTIARY. for several years and find It a very
Mrs. Corwin is the daughter of a
The report of Superintendent Jerry valuable remedy, especially for sum- real tstate operator and horse owner.
Millay of the Aridona territorial prison mer disorders in children." Sold by all
She was t when she. married her
for the year ending June 30, 1906, re- druggists.
millionaire husband. At tlie time a
cently filed with the board c( control,
is a very interesting and well prepared
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
warrant charging him with her abducdocument.
tion had been sworn out by her fathPrisoners were received from the
The unders'sned Is prepared to
supper was served
different counties of that territory dur- make trips to and from the celebrat- er. The marriage
hotel, $10,000 g
Sheepshead
Day
a
in
ing the year as follows:
ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any Inr
paid for the decorations. TGe
Cochise 33, Coconino 8. Yuma 4, formation desired can be secured
Graham 10, Gila 7, Mohave 1, Yavapai from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Is famous as one where "inore'n a
17, Maricopa 36, Navajo 5, Pima 32, Railroad avenue.
hundred bottles were opened." In
Pinal 1, Santa Cruz 3.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
Brooklyn It is still ref?Tred to as the
During the year 128 names were
A Citizen Want ad does the work. "More'n a hundred bottles dinner."
wiped off the rolls In the following

best he had seen this year. It was
loaded at the Roswell Wool and Hide1
company's warehouse, where It has
been In storage. It filled five cars.
Mr. Waite makes a specially of fine
sheep and his wool Is always good.
The Roswell Wool exchange also
bought the Hunt clip. The Hunt ranch
is in Lincoln county, and the wool,
amounting
to 10,000 pounds, was
urought here today.

LOSES

$50,000

n

J. D. Eakln. president.
O. Glomi, Vice President.
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YOUTH PERiSHES ON
THE SONORA DESERT
A
Mexican boy lest 'his
way and perished In the desert in the
Altar district, Sonora, a few days ago,
Bays the Tombstone Prospector.
He
died of thirst a few hours before his
Ibody was found.
The trailer who
found the oody said that the boy had
Ibeen blind for seme hours before he
died. He had walked into arroyos
and cacti in his wanderings, as only a
'hlind person would.
ARE DISCHARGED

I

Consolidated Liquor Go.

w

:

& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. SHLITi,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to mention.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

H

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT

FROM

PENITENTIARY.
Kate Nelson and Wm. Birch, who
were each sentenced to a term of two
years for violation of the Edmunds
act, were discharged irom the prison
last Sunday, their terms, with the allowance of six days per month for
good lrt.'havtor, having expired, says
the Yuma Sun. They came from Cochise county. Kate Nelson was the
only woman In the penitentiary during
her term.
ARIZONA

WILL STOP SALE OF
FIREARMS TO YAQUIS.
By direction of President Roosevelt,
Benjamin F. Daniels, United States
marshal of Arizona, has anointed a
lialf dozen special deputy marshals,
whose sole duty it will be to see that
no arms or ammunition are sold to the
Yaqut Indians by Americans. These
deputies will be stationed at Tucson,
Nogales, Yuma, bis bee, Naco and
Douglas. Other regular deputy marshals in all of the judicial districts
of the territories have been notified
Jy the marshal to use every effort
to break up this practice of supplying
the renegade Yaquis with arms.
ATTEMPTS TO END
LIFE AT DOUGLAS.
J. D. Bolton of Long Beach, Calif.,
who hag been In Donglas, Afiz., for
about ten days while temporarily demented, attempted to kill himself by
cutting his throat with a penknife.
His attempt at suicide was committed
in hla room on Twelfth Btreet.
Bolton came to Douglas July 23,
from his home in California, and took
the room which he occupied when his
his dementia overcame him. He Is
originally from Georgia and comes of
one of the best families in that state.
He came to Douglas with the idea of
investing seme money in real estate,
but shortly after arriving here began
drinking, and kert thls "P for several
days.
LARGE

Treasurer.

Successors to

1e-in-

-

Chas. Mellni, Secretary

O. Dachechl,

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

dTh-ne-
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First Natl Bank Bid.

THE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

To brand

"Pure," but actual
purity means to double the cost of the
brewing.
That is how we attain it.

Schlitz beer

brewed in absolute
cleanliness, and cooled in filtered air.
Then it is aged for months to avoid causing
biliousness
then filtered through white
wood pulp Then every bottle is sterilized.
Ask for the Brewery Bottling.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

a beer

is

That

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded

SHIPMENTS OF

ARIZONA SUGAR BEETS.
The shipments of sugar lieets Wednesday amounted to IGk.iViO pounds,
making a toial of twelve car loads
during the first three days, says the
Mesa Free Press. A line of wagons
has been steadily passing over the
scales at the weighing .nation since
eariy morning, and today s shipments
will probably exceed 2i0,0iio pounds.
Th-record so far sh ws that the
yield runs from fifteen to twnety-fivtons to tne acre. At an average of
twenty tons per acre, the crop should
be a paying one.
The .actory pays
H..j per ton, f. o. b., Mesa, for beets
containing 14 per cent sugar. For
each additional per cent twenty-fivcents is added to the price. It is
thought the ljee;s will average m "re
than lii per cent, which will give the
growers at least $5 per ton for their
crop.

Albuquerque Lumber' Co.

J

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A MO GOLD

is why

Schlitz

With a coal stove yea waste ten
times more heat than you use. Can't
cook anything upon It without heating
up the kitchen. Makes summer cookery unbearable. Different and better,
with Gas. Four burners on a
CAS RANGE
t
using one, getting all the
be
Tm tan
heat you want, and still have the top
of the range cold within a foot of the
burner. The best proof that Gas
Cookery Is cool cookery. You appreciate it wonderfully on a hot day.
Ranges on display at Electric

is

.

unique

9G4999m

H. O'REILLY & CO.

'LEADING DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
--

for its

purity.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

-

Wholesale Grocers

e

SELLS CLIP OF WOOL
TO ROSWELL EXCHANGE.
Elza White sold his clip, amounting
to liMi.iniii iMmnris, to A. J. Hill, of the
Roswe;l WYol exchange. The price
paid was private, but it was understood Uat it was better than several

he Beer
That IViade Milwaukee famous.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

V

CONSOLIDATED LIQUOR

CO.,

109-11- 1

SOUTH FIRST STREET, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

PHONE, AUTOMATIC,

199 OR 265.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

A

'ALBUQUERQUE
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Free, Fair Fight

teh-pra-

When the question was asked how one could learn
to read faces, he said that, certain general facts could
be stated which would enable a person, by study and
observation, to do so, although, like any other language,
to make It really one's own, requires much phnctlce.
"To begin with, the most striking feature of the
face, the nose," the face reader continued, "when the
septum is prominent it denotes a person given to ana
lytical observing. It also shows reasoning powers and
one who Is Inspirational.
"Breadth at the back of the septum of the nose
marks those who have imagination. It may be constructive or destructive; it may make a Hugo, a Dickens, a
Guy de Maupassant, or an intriguing, dangerous liar.
Which It is depends on what is found elsewhere In the
face.
"It is the knowledge gained by observation and study
that enables one to set each statement made by the lines
and features in its ligitimate relations to others, and to
read a physiognomy correctly.
"Elevation of the eyebrows at the Inner terminal,
that Is, next the nose, indicates the quality of amity.
However brusque one may be in manner, if one has eyebrows marked In that way, he will be innately friendly.
"When the elevation of the inner terminal of the
eyebrow continues along the Inner third, it marks a
heformer; one who is kind, but not tolerant. A person
with such brows will be anxious to set things right for
the general good, and also for the special benefit of those
about him.
"The arching of the entire brow, especially when
it r'ses at the outer terminal In the shape of a Mercury
wing, Indicates a light and Joyous nature: one who has
the merry heart that does good, like medicine. Persons
having brows arched In this way retain buoyancy and
the characteristics of youth to the end of life.
"The upright and vertical wrinkles
between the
eyes, largely due to the elevation of the inner third of
the eyebrow, tell of innate kindness and truth. Folds
above the eye and lines below it tell of an abiding love
of truth, even though the person may not be strictly
truthful.
"The way in which this Indication and others are
modified by what is found elsewhere is illustrated In
the face of a certain author I know. He has these lines
I mention about the eyes with the broad septum of the
nose that shows imagination. The result makes him a
writer of realistic fiction.

UNLOADING SALE

DANCE

Tomorrow at Pueblo Many
Albuquerqueans Will Attend Ceremonies.

We've Too Much Clothing

DESCRIPTION OF THE DANCE

By Several Thousand Dollars. It
must be sold at some price. Go it
must. Don't confound this sale
with any of the many fake sales
now going on. So many stores at
this season merely plow over their
stock and then tag the "weeds" with
clearance cards. Such sales are
paper sales and nothing more. You
will find here no Jricks, no shams,
no strings tied to our many offers

The sacred ceremonv of the Green
Corn 'dance of the Pueblo Indians,
which takes place at different pueblos
at different times during the harvest
season, will be celebrated at the
Santo Domingo pueblo tomorrow.
August 4, and a large number of Albuquerqueans are making preparations to attend the ceremonies.
Santo Domingo pueblo, situated
about thirty-fiv- e
miles north of here,
Is Inhabited by about 1,000 Pueblo
Indians.
The Green Corn dance,
which takes place every year on Aug4,
ust
is conducted on the same Hues
as all the other harvest dances, but
is the largest and most conspicuous
of all these like ceremonies.
The ceremonies begin with services
In the Catholic church this evening.
Tomorrow morning high mass will be
celebrated in the same church. Usually several weddings take place at
the morning service, and it Is exFine Clothing and
pected that this custom will be fol
Furnishings
lowed tomorrow. At these services
women with baskets ladened with
fruits and grain pass among the
kneeling worshipers to the altar.
where they desposlt them as thank
offerings. At intervals during the
services men stationed outside flre salutes from old fashioned muskets.
When the church service is con
cluded a procession Is formed outside,
and marches across a wide acequit
to
open air altar erected on the
main street of the pueblo, where the
image of Santo Domingo, carried In
the procession, is deposited. At noon
eight dancers will appear on the roof
of one of the estufus or council cham
bers, and go through certain weird
movements', after which they will descend to make a tour of the pueblos.
They are called "Kosharo," and are
"Lateral lines on the forehead, reaching from one the fun makers or clowns of the en
temple to the other these may appear and disappear tertainment.
When they complete their antics
with certain motions of the face indicate great per
sistency. A person having such lines will control those a chorus of sixty singers and one
will appear, followed by a
about him by wearing them out; he is usually long lived. drummer bearer
with a long pole dec
standard
only
over
When these lateral lines are
the brows, the orated with a ceremonial
scarf, fox
tendency will be the same, but not so marked.
Ho Is usually
skins and feathers.
"Lips full and broad in the red part show fidelity, followed by a large number of danardent devotion and fondness for the opposite sex. The cers, men and women, dressed in cere
person having such Hps may be devoted and faithful to monial garb. The women usually are
that which is the reverse of desirable, according to ac dressed In black and wear red waistcepted standards, as the Indication docs not include a bands. They carry bunches of ever
greens in their hands, their feet are
moral quality.
Dare and tbeir hair hangs down their
When both lips are thin the person may be frater backs.
nal, kind and also devoted, but this will not be in a
The men's bodies will be painted
unselfish way. When persons having and they will carry gourd rattles and
on
way
such Hps give, it Is for a reason based in some
bunches of evergreen.
Their loose
self; their devotion is modified by many considerations, hair will be decorated with many col
ored feathers, and at their knees will
and their fraternity has limitations.
"A lip long from the nose to the center shows a de be strings of sleigh bells.
The dancers will march to the open
sire to direct. It is the lip of command. If with such space
before
altar and begin to
an upper lip the lower closes firmly against it, to be in dance to the the
music of the drummers
a subordinate- position Is a hardship not willingly en and singing of the chorus. The stand
dured.
ard bearer leads them in the dance,
, "The earmark, or more properly the lip mark, of and whenever he lowers his pole the
patriotism, is when the lower lip protudes and closes steps are changed. The women take
firmly against the upper midway between the center short, mincing steps, now forward,
and the corners. A striking illustration of this Is the now back, wheeling suddenly. The
men hop and skip about, shouting,
mouth of Archbishop Ireland.
shaking their rattles, and uttering war
is
very important
"Lips drooping at the corners denote keen sensi cries, crouching
as if to spring, bend
bility,
A mouth ing back and forth, and going through part. When the habit of saving;
and Introspection.
that has an upper tilt at one corner points out an erratic many movements. When they have
Is once firmly rooted, the results
tendency in the character and also ready wit. A mouth become exhausted they retire to rest
emerge,
while
another
of
of
saving will manifest themselves.
dancers
get
set
possessor
trap
a
will
shows that Its
that closes like
and the dance continues all afternoon,
all he can and keep all he gets.
nersons sav It Is no use to!
Manv
A recent dispatch from St. Petersburg said: "Searchuntil musicians, singers, dancers and
es and arrests can be made without process of law,
spectators, all, are worn out with the
saving
account at tne bank,
a
start
"A person with a pointed chin may have force, but exertion.
newspapers forced to suspend publication and persons
they
save so little. If
can
because
deported by administrative order without trial. Public It is more likely to take the form of stubbornness than
which
constructive.
whatever
is
In
a
that
such
state
you
LOCAL
can
save but little, you ought
PARAGRAPHS.
and private meetings rg forbidden. Those arrested
'
m
may, If It Is desired, be tried ujf military courts man finds himself he is content; In fact, he does not
to
be more anxious to save, by perCharles B. Cramer, the well known
and summarily executed. The only real difference be- realiie that there is anything more desirable than what
you will presently be sursevering
traveling engineer for the Baldwin
tween extraordinary security and full martial law la that be has.
Philadelphia,
company
of
Locomotive
tending
strong,
prised at the amount of your savbroad chin;
"On the other hand, a
power is exercised by the
civil instead of miliis in the city from Jackson, Tenn.,
firmly
closed
bv
up
It
reinforced
down;
is
if
than
rather
'
tary authority."
'
ings.
where he put up a number of new enQn this n exchange comments in this wise: "All Hps, denotes one who will not recognize oefeat, nor be gines of the Baldwin make for one of
Is a great help to
account
bank
A
the southern roads. He expects Mrs.
this terrorism simply to maintain in force the absolute, easily influenced.
del Cramer to arrive from Los Angeles
system Into his.
puts
by
softness,
saver.
Is
"Attractive
force
indicated
the
the
It
despotic rule of a mere man, who claims be has a right
must this evening or tomorrow morning,
saving.
to dominate other human beings because be is the son icacy and freedom from blemish of the skin, but It quite
and, after a stay here of a few days,
of a mere man who likewise dominated those human be borne in mind that It is one thing to attract and
of both will go up to the Pecos country
delicacy
texture
hold.
to
the
Extreme
of
another
beings before him! By what sound process of logic
to fish and hunt for the next few THE BANK OF COMMERCE
can any man's assertion of such supremacy over millions the skin Indicates small power to retain that which Is weeks.
NEW MEXICO
of his fellows be justified? By what magic of nature Is attracted.
H. Scott Knight, in the employ of ALBUQUERQUE,
Mt Is skin at once firm and fine of texture; transImprovement
Heights
the
be transformed into a proprietor of the souls, bodies and
University
rights of the others? By whose authority does be call parent as Is old Ivory, that indicates one who can re- company, is laid up at his heme. No.
forth his soldiers and his butchers to malm and kill tain as well as gain. Such, other things being equal, 311 Roma avenue, with a bad foot.
wear well in all ways. The years touch them lightly, The other afternoon while down town
those who refuse to acknowledge his ownership?"
they are possessed of the fiber that makes for faith he stepped on a piece of board with
and
The writer of the comment might also have asked
an upturned nail, and the sharp point
as to who shall condemn .the people reduced to such fulness.
"The highly organized have fine hair and are im penetrated the left foot for half an
conditions for such a purpose, and who have been deInch. His attending physician states
prived of every means of legal or political redress, when pressionable, quick to see and realize. Those who have that Scott will have to remain indoors
strong
glossy
fine,
once
at
is
and
abundant,
that
hair
as the last resort they retaliate with the knife, the
for some time. While at home he will
are able to grasp a situation quickly In Its entirety and devote his time to reading newspapers
pistol, the sword and the bomb of the assassin?
emergency
action,
an
is an inspiration to quick and wise
and figuring out Ideas and painters for
although small things vex and annoy.
the approaching territorial fair.
H. U. Mudge, vice president and
An interesting report on the geology and undergeneral manager of the Rock Island,
"It was Balzac who noted that it Is the
ground waters of the artesian basin In the vicinity of woman who may be depended on to sacrifice herself. was in Santa Ke yesterday and Is ex
Itoswell, N. M., has Just been issued by the United It is equally certain that she of the round contour will pected In Albuquerque tonight. Mr.
Mudge is traveling in his private car,
States geological survey as water supply and irrigation ,be certain to serve herself,
paper No. 158. The area described extends from a point
"A round, compact face is not often found combined and went to the Ancient City over the
Santa Fe Central, which is the cause
THE ROLLICKING,
five miles north of Itoswell to below the mouth of Seven with a
body, and its possessor will have of no little speculation
in railroad clr
SPARKLING COMEDY
more beauty of person than brilliancy of mind. Like the cles. It is believed that Mr. Mudge
rivers.
In this paper, which may be obtained on applica orb crystol, such people may shine, but they will never Is Inspecting the Santa Ke Central,
tion to the director of the United States geological sur sparkle. Angular people are like many faceted gems, with a view to forming closer rela
vey, Washington, D. C, are discussed the source and ever changing in brilliant conblnatlons,
tioii8 between It and the Rock island
character of the artesian water, the relation of the rock
"There la also much significance In the ear. One than those which exist now. These
formations to the occurrence of underground water, and that is firm of cartilage, with clearly defined convolu relations may be a complete taking
of the Santa Ke Ceutrul by the
the prospects for obtaining flowing wells. The area of tions and well shaped, neither large nor Biuall, although over
THE CONGO TWINS, COMEDY
land.
flowing wells Is Indicated on the map, and records of the size Is not so important as the shape and texture, Hock
GUN SPINNERS, ALL THIS
WEEK.
representative wells are given in order to show the char- marks a capable person. An ear of this kind, close to
acter and succession of the water-bearin- g
beds.
the head like a reefed sail, Indicates longevity.
AMATEUR CONTEST HELD EVERY
The paper contains also information regarding sur"When the rim of the ear Is Inclined to be pointed
FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
face waters available for domestic and irrigation pur- at the top, as is the traditional ear of the fawn. It shows
AWARDED THE WINNERS.
poses, a description of the irrigation b,enis, and a an elemental trend however far removed the per
at the small calendar I gave
brief account of the climatic and agricultural features son may seem to be from the primitive. As a matter you and read what it says about coal.
PRICES OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
JOHN S. HEAVEN.
25 CENTS.
of the region. The report is the work of C. S. Pisher, of fact the ear tells quite as much as any other feature,
of the hydrographlc branch of the geological survey.
"Each line of the face has Its Import and as many
A full liof fresh fruits and vege
of them are not fixed they must be read as they come tables.
Itoswell Register Tribune: Among the most con- and go; but when they are understood it Is as easy to
CANTALOUPES
spicuous fanatics who are opposing the admission of New decipher them as they pass as for the operator to read
WATERMELONS
PLUMS
Mexico and Arizona to statehood is Senator Fred A. a wire or a wireless message. In fact, the language of
PEACHES
Dubois, of Idaho, who sees a great lgy of Mormon dom- the face is made no of messages sent over the nerves
PEARS
ination In the union. Inasmuch as the total Mormon from th e Innermost self and they tell the absolute
BANANAS
population of New Mexico consists of twelve families truth:
APPLES, ETC.
persons, it would
with a total membership of fifty-fiv- e
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
seem that his fears In regard to this part of the area
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
"Good Things to Eat."
Many
poor
extremely
a
are
far fetched, and in Arizona, where they
carpet is hard to beat.
DO
YOU KNOW KADY7
A man s good intentions seldom add to his income
muster barely 1,000 votes, the same principle holds. The
g
Nearly all women are victims- of the
senator tays that the Mormous already have the power
TELEPHONE
US YOUR ORDER
to defeat any major candidate In Utah, Idaho and microbe.
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
Wyoming. If his figures have the same relative accuI'atent medicine almanacs have prolonged the life TO STOCK FOR NEXT WINTER.
racy in those states as they do in New Mexico and of many a joke.
W. H. HAHN & CO.
A cat Is as popular with mice as a miser with bis
Arizona, they should alarm no one, and so far as New
Embalming Is Our Specialty
TOO LATE TO
Mexico and Arizona are concerned they are not even neighbors.
CLARIFY
A woman's idea of a souure deal is one in which
entitled to respectful consideration, being merely one
KOIl BALK
My general store. Rare
phase of the vain imaginings of well lntentioned fanat- she comes out ahead.
Railroad Av..
chance fur some one to secure an Cor. Fifth Street and
Some men prefer long oftice hours because It short
ics, a stripe of person with whom we have became faAuto., 152.
Colo, phone. Black, 298.
P.
Address,
business.
established
years,
past
fifty
campaigns
ens their hours at home.
of the
miliar In the statehood
M.,
I'm
M.
N.
hliios,
While making hats for women the spinster mlliner
and who would rather beMeve evil than good of the
A Citizen Classified td Is a good
may be setting her cap for a man.
finest section of the North American continent.
Investment.
HAVE YOU SEEN KADY?

o

Call and Get My Prices
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Goods

Below Our

Ffne Clothing and
Furnishings
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O.W. Strong's Sons
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FURNITURE, RUGS, DRAPERIES, CROCKERY,
GLASSWARE, RANGES AND KITCHENWARE
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start

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS
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1

coooc
1

Favvnnri

I

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot

ay

BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENT8.
CURES DIABETES.
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..Casino Theater..

Lyllian
Leighton
Stock Co.

Itoswell Artesian Area

ed

TO NIG HI

66

JANE

99

SAY
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Adams & Dilgard

house-cleanin-

Funeral Directors
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DOMINGO

New York Sun.

from
The Citizen publishes this evening a
Tucson, Arizona, In which reference Is made to the
report for some time current, that the corporations In
that territory not only are opposed to statehood for Arizona and are using all legitimate means to defeat the
proposal at the polls, but that It Is the purpose of the
"big four" to combine against the statehood movement
ty use of all the means which the employer can so easily
nield against the employe to prevent him from exercising the dearest right of an American citizen the right
o express his real sentiment in his ballot.
This is an old charge. It was made in congress and
forcefully used as an argument against allowing a mere
majority of voters in Arizona to defeat statehood alike
for that territory and for New Mexico. Senator Hopkins, in his opposition to the Foraker amendment, referred o this report. Senator Dubois, of Idaho, asked:
"Was It determined in the hearings before the committee that the railroad and mining interests are opposed
to joint statehood? Why should they be opposed to it?"
Senator Hopkins had already said: "I am told by
people who live there that the mining and the railroad
interests are opposed to this legislation. They want
to keep Arizona separate from New Mexico for reasons
that they best understand. There is one mining interest
alone that employs 10,000 people. That mining interest
can almost dominate and control the vote." Hut when
Senator Dubois asked his question. Senator Hopkins replied: "One reason, I am told on credible authority, is
that the railroads pay about 9 per cent taxation on the
value of their property at the present time, and the
mining interests about 5 per cent taxation." The context shows that the Benator meant that the railroads
pay taxes on about 9 per cent of real value, and the
mines on about 6 per cent of real value.
Senator Nelson took a hand in the debate and said:
"All the protests and objections and all the hostility
came to us from people who are interested In
railroads in Arizona and from people who are interested
In the copper mines of Arizona. As the senator from
Illinois has well said, at the present time in comparison
with other property, these great industries pay the least
possible of all taaes, and I know of my own knowledge
tn niA that their chief obiectlnn in the
that hn
Jear hat if Arizona and New Mexico are united as one
state, they win nave 10 pay more Taxes man mey pay
now."
The ground of the opposition to Joint statehood in
Arizona is well known throughout the country. The
Citizen is glad, however, to be assured by its correspondent that the more recent reports, to the effect that the
corporate Interests of Arizona intend to use their coercive power to prevent their employes from exercises a
free ballot in the coming election, lack substantiation.
Some of the papers over there are urging all manner of
ruin to be inflicted upon those who favor statehood, even
to the extent of preventing such from ever again holding office or mingling In decent society; but The Citizen
has had its doubts whether the corporations would go
to extreme limits, even if so inclined.
The right to vote as he thinks is the most sacred
of American heritages, and it is the one In which the
American workman is least tolerant of Interference by
his employer. Then," too, these are times of peculiar
unrest, if not of actual antagonism, as regards corpora- tlona. and nothlnc would flre the mind nt tha nation bo
quickly and so vehemently as the suspicion that corpora
tions had coerced their employes in a matter so vital
as mat or voting on tne state nood question, tor tnese
' and many other such reasons The Citizen has not given
credence to the reports that such tactics would be
by Arizona corporations in the statehood contest.
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Springs

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS

FAYWOOD,

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty day.

I New Mexico
JB

FIRST

CLASS.
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A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

Los Angeles, Calif.
Courtesy and attention
Your friendship and patronage la appreciated.
guesta la a pleasur. to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

to

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Loa Angelea.

to

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

Per Gallon

-

-

-

$J.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

FARM
LOUDON'S
JERSEY
Red
'Phone
Colo.

92.

P. M. DAVIS
Agent For

o

The Mills Novelty Company
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amuse- ment nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
large proflte on small investments. Investigation invited.
8outh Second 8treet, Albuquerque, N. M.
PENNY PARLOR,
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"DEATH
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THE
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LEFT THIS

HOUSEjlY NUISANCE"
Is the War Cry of Bacteriologists Scientists, and Housewives, But

ilENT

SOLDIER TRAIN

CARL

L

EVENING

CI1IZEN.

VOGEL

AND

PAGE FIVE.

RUPERTO

GON

Extra Special

ZALES WHOM HE KILLED

With 133 Officers and Men on From Wyoming Association to
Be Present at Albuquerque .
at

We have on sale a large lot of

Board-Encampm- ent

Austin. Texas.

HOUSE FLY HAS BEST OF IT COMPANIES

THE BATTALION

IN

Carpet Remnants

Convention.
PRES. WILSON

&

SEC. WALKER

In a letter received this morning at
At 9 o'clock, this morning, a special
The scientists, physicians ana housethe Twenty-sixtFair associawives of Albuquerque are combining train of four sleepers and one baggage tion headquarters, Annual
by Manager
In their efforts with those ot the bac- car, having on board part of the provls-tiona- l
George S. Walker, secretary- teriologists and health officers of the
Guard, which will go Into camp treasurer of the Wyoming Wool Grow
United States to knock out the house
Camp Mabry, near ers' association, stated that both him
fly, and physicians here, who have kept for one week at
Tex., left for that city.
felt and Dr. J. M. Wilson, president of
Austin,
is
It
movement,
that
state
tip with the
The Sliver City company, consisting the Wyoming Wool Growers assocla
only a matter of time until they have
men and two officers. toin, would Iks present at the conven
of thirty-threher going soum.
. Cruces
company, of tion of the New Mexico wool growers,
. and the
Las
advlsed-Ivgender
We use the feminine
twtnty-eign- t
men
one
officer, came to be heid In this city September 18,
and
fly
fam
as female member of the
regular train this morning, 19 and 21, during the week of the fair.
ily Is ue only one really worth con up on the
This will le good news to many
the special. Company E,
sidering, and while our gympHimea and boarded
under command of Cap wool growers lit this territory who inare entirely with the physicians and t OldLaTown,
men, tend coming here for the convention,
Lonu, with thirty-threout Lets will be placed on tain
as Dr. Wilson Is accredited with being
unMrs. Fly. for anyone as energetic as a and two officers, and Company G,
command of Captain Ituppe, with one of tne bralnest men connected
health v flv can double discount the der
men and two officers, with the wool growing interests, a
bacteriologists and come out with fly- twenty-eigh- t
detacn-men- t forceful and clever speaker,
boarded the train here, and
and one
ing colors.
of tne Santa Fe company will that can give the local wool growers
The female fly can arise at any old be
picked up nt Lamy Junction, Troop some good pointers concerning the or
'hour in the morning, the earlier the
men, being taken on ganizing of an association and some of
A, of thirty-fivbetttr tor her knock the
The Roswell the more vital things ta be secured ij
from her eves with her hind feet, set board at Las Vegas.
will be picked up uy tne the association after its formation.
tie down to the business In hand, and company
s
The constitution and
of tho
by supper time have a family of some special at Fort Worth, Tex., making Wyoming
association are acknowl
7,(100,0(10 energetic and anxious, to say the trip to that point via Amarillo,
edged to be about the best in exist
nothing of hungry, children huzzing Tex., and the t'ecos Valley lines.
Adjutant General Tarkington will be ence, pertaining to wool growers' asso
around her.
In command of the battalion until it ciations, and it Is more than likely
By the third day this
s
will be taken a
family will have grown large reaches Austin, where it will be turn- that their
up of the conenough for each Individual child to go ed over to the commanding officer at a guide to the drawing
s
and
for the New
Into business on its own hook, and Camp Maury. Col. Borradaile, of the stitution
likewise produce a family that would First Regiment, accompanied tne bat- Mexico association which will he
formed here during the convention.
be the envy of a world of Itoosevelts. talion as major.
Bcslues the important work of form
The roster of Company U. leaving
To keep up with a female that can
produce living nuisances with that here, included the following officers ing a permanent organization, and the
drafting of a constitution, the Alba
great rapidity Is well nigh impossible, and men:
querque convention wii. more than
Captain B. Huppe.
hence out bets on Mrs. Fly.
likely select and appoint a delegation
Whiting.
C.
Lieutenant
First
A prominent physician, In conversa
to go to Washington and lay before
First Ssrgeant Heald.
tion with a representative of The
Sergeants Cleghorn, Favron, Lane, congress the wants of the New MexEvening Citizen, speaking of the fly
ico wool growers, so far as laws look
nuisance, which he contends is one of naliock, Squifflet.
Myers ing to the protection' and furthering
Corporals Weston, Sage,
the greatest menaces to perfect health,
of their interests are concerned. The
and Wickham.
said:
Privates Bradshaw, Davidson, Fish Lacy bill, wnich has been Introduced,
"Despite the fact that they breed
any definite
and multiply so fast it is believed that er, Forbes, Galles, Garlcht, Harrison, but which has not had
Matrango, c. action taken thereon yet, will also re
the fly family can be exterminated by Hoffman, Keller, Labanti,
doctoring the breeding places, thus de- Martin, J. Martin, ,.icChesney, Perea, ceive attention from the delegation,
stroying the eggs before they are Phelan, Poole, Wygand and Wickham. and this is an important feature in it
Second Lieutenant Al.ers was un- self, as jy getting together and dehatched. Crude oil is said to be fatal
to the offspring of the fly. Crude able to accompany the csmpany, owing ciding what is for their best Interests,
oil, mixed with the manure 'heap, the to his inability to be relieved from the sheep men can therefore work intelligently and systematically ingreatest breeding place of flies, would duty as mail clerk.
passages In this bill tnat they
The special train will go over the
make it Impossible for the fly to build
Santa Fe tracks nearly all the way to desire, and which are for their best
her nest tnere and rear her young.
"Aside from the annoyance and ten- Austin, going via La Junta, Colo., New- Interests. It Is not thought that the
dency to proianity induced by the ton, Kas., Fcrt Worth, Tex., thence bill Is Intended to work New Mexico or
house fly, together with the "growing to Austin, reaching iere some time any other wool growers injury, but
that a representation at Washington,
impression that flies are an indlca Sunday.
The battalion will at once go Into working for their interests, could setion of untidy housekeeping, It is now
camp and remain until August 11, cure passages in the bill that might
generally admitted that they are
positive menace to heauu, because reaching tneir home stations, on the not otherwise be forthcoming, which
would be for their best Interests, is
return trip, aliout August 13.
they are the carriers of Infection.
It Is expected that the week spent admitted, hence it behooves every in"It has ueen found that the "specks'
of a fly, feeding on tubercular sputum In camp with the regulars and militia dividual wool grower in the territory
or the spit of a tuberculosis patient, from other states and territories' will to make a special effort to be present
were full of the germs oi consumption result in the New Mexico boys ac- at the Albuquerque convention.
In addition to the two prominent
which affords a ready means ct trans quiring much valuable information as
mining the dread disease to anyone to military tactics, and that they will wool men mentioned at the opening ot
using food or handling anything flies return hardened and competent sol- this article, others win be extended an
invitation to be present, and it is now
have rested on; moreover their feet diers.
thought that a number or the officers
and wings have been found to convey
of the National Wool Growers' assothe typhoid an yellow fever bacilli.
LOCAL
PARAGRAPHS
ciation will also Je present.
"The nouse fly soould he oanlshed
from tue sick room by all means, and
from tne dining room, and, in fact, the
Prof. John H. Crum, of the Univer THE CHINK GOT
whole nouse, as wen. She Is a germ sity, last evening gave a most enter'
transmitter of the first ciass. As the taining lecture and "Bobby Burns"
WISE TO O'LEARY
manure pile Is the natural breeding recital to a fair sized audience in the
place of the uouse fly it should be First Metnodlst church, using stereop- Chinese Inspector O'Leary returned
removed and
scattered upon the tlcon views to illustrate the life and to
city
morning from an ofground frequently, or the heap treated work of the great Scottish poet. A ficialthetrip to this
Las Cruces. Mr. O'Leary
with successive layers of chlorinated very neat sum was realized for the said that he had not intended returnlime, and screened, if possible."
choir fund as a result of the lecture, ing to Albuquerque for several days
AH of which is taken
to mean
some yet, but he got a tip last night that a
Urbano Sanchez,
"Death to the house fly!" but as we time ago in connectionarrested
with the Mi Chinese in the United States illegally
said before, while our sympathies go rabel murder case, later being re- had boarded last night's train leaving
with the
out bets go on leased, was in police court this morn El Paso, and he boarded the same
Mrs. Fly: She has no redeeming ing charged with abusing and cursing train with the expectation of catching
traits tnat we have ever been able to his wife, who appeared against him, Mi. Chick. However, it seems that
discover; she is the personification of as a result of which he will become the Chink also had a tip, and got off
insolence, and as a "butter-in- "
is wUa-ou- t foreman of .Martin
Tlerney's street the train just before it got to Las
an equal. She is a loe to health cleaning gang for the next ten days.
Cruces, thus avoiding the wily inand religion she scatters disease
Tonight, at the Casino, the ama spector.
any
in
murder
and breeds
the heart of
teurs will have full sway, and Miss
man upon whom she Leighton promises to produce
some
MORTUARY
lights, but with ah that she has so exceedingly
Interesting
characters,
proven
herself too much for the Messrs. Dodson and Buckneudd, two
far
Mrs. Maria Galvadon.
bacteriologists, who have the extinct- promising youths for footlight fame,
This morning, at 9 o'clock, at ber
ion of the race in view, and while will do half a dozen stunts in the
"Death to tne house fly!' Is an ex- comedy line, and their friends are ex residence in Old Albuquerque, Mrs.
Galvadon passed away as the
cellent war cry, one to be taken up pected to lie preseut and cheer them Maria of
old age, being 96 years old
result
by every housewife in the land, time on to victory.
at the time of her death. She had realone will tell who comes out victor.
Charley Quier has not made his. ap- sided at the old town and Duranes
pearance up town since the base ball the past 90 years. The funeral serTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
game of last Sunday afternoon, and vices will take place tommorrow
his many friends believe that he is morning at 8:3,0 o'clock from the Old
suffering with a "broken heart."
It Town church. Interment
Spelter Market.
in Santa
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 3. Spelter, is dollars to doughnuts if Charley Barbara cemetery.
would make another trial, and leave
steady, at j.921.
the Santa Fe aggregation out, his old
FUNEKALS
timers could make one score at least
Money Market.
New York, Aug. 3. Money on call, in a game with the Mclnto6hes.
The funeral services over the resteady, at 22?4; prime mercantile
The New Mexican says: Charles H mains of Mrs. Amanda Freelove,
who
paper, 5V45&; silver. 64.
Thomas, of New Orleans, Louisiana, died at her ranch
home
miles
six
postotiice inspector, was a visitor at north of Albuquerque on August 1, at
the local postotiice yesterday. Mr. 2:30 o'clock
Provision Market.
of heart
Chicago, 111., Aug. 3. Closing quo Thomas, who has been in the service disease, will in the afternoon,
place
tommorrow
take
for the past sixteen years, was form morning at 10 o'clock at the parlors
tations:
Wheat Sept., 73i; Dec, 75 V
erly stationed in New Mexico.
He of A. Borders, Rev. John W. Barron
was accompanied by his wife, both officiating.
Corn Sept., 49-- 8 ; Dec,
Interment will be had in
Oats Sept.,
believing that Santa Fe's climate and Fairvlew cemetery.
Doc, 32.
Deceased leaves
many attractions are not surpassed a husband, five sons and
Pork Sept., $16.97; Jan., $14.30.
two daughters
anywhere on the continent.
Iard Sept., 8.87; Oct.. $8.95.
survive her. Mrs. E. J. Evans
to
Ribs Sept., $a.75; Oct., $9.25.
The Jaffa Grocery Co.'s bakery, the and Mrs. E. E. Mead, the former of
most modernly equipped and best ap Del Norte, Colo., and the latter from
Stock Market.
pointed of its kind in tho territory of Pueblo, Colo.,
two
New York, Aug. 3. Clocing stock New Mexico, started operations today. daughters, arrivedthe in deceased's
the city last
quotations:
Although it is the company's plan to night to attend the funeral services.
Atchison, 92 i; Atchison preferred, conduct a general bakery business Four son residing here
and at the
101'i; New York Central,
they will more especially cater to ranch will be preseut at. the funeral
Pennsylvania, 13174: Southern Pacific orders for high-clacooking
also,
home
other sou, residing In Monla; Union t'aciflc, lo4; Union Pa- and pastry. Notice the diversity tana, the
not being able to reach here in
cific preferred, 94; Amalgamated Cop and quality of their goods as adver- time for the obsequies.
The deceased
per,
united states hteel, 39 ; tised In today's Citizen.
was well known In Albuquerque and
United States Steel preferred, 107.
W. J. Homer, editor and manager had many friends who extend their
of the Ariauna Magazine, a monthly sympathies to the bereaved survivors
Kansas City Live Stock.
published at Phoenix, Ariz., of t!ie family.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 3. Cattle re- - periodical
Is
the city today, coming in from ANNUAL MEETING OF
ceipis, I'.tum; marKt-t- , steady; native the inwest
EAGLES.
on the No. 2 passenger traiu
steers. $4.iHig 6.15; soutuern steers, this morning.
He will continue on to Annual Seislon, Grand Aerie, Fra$2.95 4.50; southern cows, $2.oo
Chicago tonight. Mr. Homer says he
3.23; native cows and heifers. $2.00tf
ternal Order of Eagles, Milwauis pleased to learn that New Mexico
kee, Wit., August 14 to 18.
5.25; Uckers and feeders, $2.25
will
give
a
big
majority
for
Joint
4.4i; bulls, $2.1 3 !i 3.50; calves, $2.u0&' statehood,
but
it
was
opinion
his
F
r
tue above occasion the Santa
5.25; western fed steers, $3.6uy6.00; that
Arizona does not want joint Fe will sell tickets to Milwaukee for
western fed cows. $2.5ng 4.25.
and will cast her vote $47.10 for the round trip. Tickets on
3,ono;
Sheep
receipts,
market, statehood
against jointure.
sale August 11, 12 and 13, 1906. Final
strong; muttons, $4.0ing 5.23; lambs,
After ten days of restless waiting limit, August 23.
range wethers, $4.25lf Mason
$i'i.ou 7.50;
Burgess, erstwhile cashier at
T. E. PL'ItDY,
6. to; fed ewes, $ J.niljj 5.U0.
the Alvarado, got away last night on
Asent A. 'i'., C S. F. Ky.
o
Every man in Albuquerque should the Chicago limited lor Baltimore,
VISIT OUR BAKERY.
see Kady in K. L. Washburn Co.'s liack to Baltimore has been all the
attaches of the hotel have heard
window tomorrow.
Saturday we will have a full stock
since Mr. Burgess tendered his resof the finest bakery supplies ever
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL ignation two weeks ago,
with
and
on sale in Albuquerque. Our
FOR
NEXT WINTER.
SUMMER every successive day tame tho same placed
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUG- cry, but Mr. At water was slow in bakery must win its popularity by
coming o relieve Mr. Rurgess, and quality. Quality and cleanliness above
UST ONLi. W. H. HAH N 4 CO.
then Auditor G. M. Smith was slow all else, with us.
Don't worry over a hot stove. Shove
Kvery man in Albuquerque should (at least Burgess thought
so) in
nee Kady In E. L. Washburn Co.'s checking him out. But at last the job your troubles onto our baker.
THE JAfFA GROCERY CO.,
was finished, and Mr. Burgess took
window tomorrow.
"Good Thing to Eat."
the flyer back to Baltimore. After
a
o
HAVE YOU SEEN KADY?
moiHh's
visit with home folk Mr
Every
mau in Albuquerque should
Burgess will accept a desk In one of
Try a Citizeu Want ad.
see
Kady in R L. Wauhtnirn Co.'s
the largest hotels in Baltimore
window tomorrow.

Some of them Just enough to cover
a small bed room or sitting room
Ingrain, Brussels and Axmlntter at
less than actual cost.
Come In and brl r measurements of
your room. We will be able to furnish you with a nice carpet for very
little money,

ffjfpt

5Cl
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Albert Faher

e

bald-heade-
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ss

iu.';

308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

N. M.

e

c'ob-we-

31;
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The

Beer

That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
The above Is an excellent likeness
of Carl Vogel, who will be remembered by readers of The Evening Citizen as the man who, single handed,
met and conquered the desperado,
Ruperfo Gonzales, an escaped convict,
and noted cattle thief, by shooting
him through the heart, after a
struggle on horseback, on the
edge of a
precipice. A full account of the search for Gonzales and
hand-to-han-

d

60-fo-

VOLUNTEER FIREMEN MAY

The picture of Vcgel wan ,?cured
The
the day after he killed Gonzai-Mhorse is the name 'he rode (hiring the
memorable fight, and the Winchester
shown is the same'used in killing the
.

CONTEST WITH REGULARS
FAIR ASSOCIATION
FOR HOSE
LAYING CONTEST
SOME
OF THE VOLUNTEERS.

A

,..

U,,.

STREET CAR COLLIDED
WITH BAKERY WAGON

FLOWER FROM 7 O'CLOCK TO
N. E. STEVENS
EXPECTS MORE BLOOMS
TONIGHT.

street car collided with a delivery
wagon from the French bakery on
South Third street about 9 o'clock
this morning, but did no further damage than spill a few doughnuts and
wreck the rear wheels of the wagon.
Mr. Pollock, the wagon driver, in telling of tho affair, said that he had
stopped to make a delivery and was
turning around when the car struck
the rear wheels, pushing the wagon
off the tracks.
He did not hear the
gong of the car, and as the wagon is
a covered one, he could not see It

N. E. Stevens, residing at 619 West
Coal avenue, has blooming nTghtly in
his yard a beautiful specimen of the
cereus, which opens
about 7 o'clock in the evening, and
LaBt
closes promptly at midnight.
night two were in uiocm and tonight
Mr. Stevens expects three
more
blooms to open.
The cereus, a large genus of plants
of the cactus family, Is a tropical
plant, found growing from California
plant,
to Chile. The
flownoted for Its beautiful short-liveers, is called the cereus grandlflorus,
and blooms for a short period at night
only, once every six or seven years.
This Is the specimen growing in Mr.
Stevens' yard.
The Cereus goganteus, of the same
variety of plant, is a native to N"5w
Mexico, Arizona and Texas, which has
a columnar trunk, and which often
rises to a height of 60 feet, but the
g
Cereus is the most
leautiful of all varieties.. Mr. Stevens
extends an Invitation to anyone wishing to see the bloom to call at his
residence tonight between 7 o'clock
ond midnight.

coming.

SOMETHING NEW.
Salads of all kinds, freth for Saturday, made in home cooking department.
POTATO SALAD
VEGETABLE COMBINATION
FROZEN TOMATOES

DO YOU KNOW

W. H. HAHN

Wholesale Asent. Albuquerque, N. M

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drag Store
at U7 West Railroad Avenue

& CO.

The Williams Dtug Company
Both Telephones.

OPEN AND READY FOR

THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad Avenue

TO BE PERFECTLY HAPPY.

BUSINESS

The Wblte Lily looks well, smells
ditto and the way it make a fellow
feel! Yet, 6 cents buys one, $2.00 a
box of 60 any color or strength you
want. Smoke a White Lily end be
happy.
't: AL

'

We are now ready to serve the
public with all kinds of bakery
supplies. We are baking the
finest goods possible and if you
want the best in this line be
sure to call and see our goods.
We are in the baking business
to stay, and are going to make
our reputation by the quality of
the goods made.
We want you to call and Inspect our goods and our ciean
bakery. We are never ashamed
to Invite the public to come and
inspect the work room and our
methods

4m
a. j.

113,

The

telephone

makea

the

dutlea lighter, the 'cares less,
and the worries fewer.

T. A.

LP TO PAH SIGNS

I

AVINUaV

The telephone preserve

your

health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

1
o
0

AVE.

IN

YOUR

HOME

00000000000OB
The St. Elmo
Finest Whiskies

0 JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

Wines, Brandies.Etc.

J

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB ROOMS

B

a

TO THE LADIES:

FINK LINK OF
CAKES
on Hand.

Hot weather is here too warm to wash and iron. Bond your
Shirt Waist and Wtolte Dresaea to us. We will laundry them correctly and will dvllver them to you la
nice box they will not be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or sloe finish.
Back of Postofflc.
Call the Red Wagon.
Auto, 319; Colo- - Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

c

V

RAILROAD

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

LUCERO

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

0C0K0

richards"

Good Things to Eat.

Always

Home-Mad-

WEST

Convenience - Comfort - Security

The Jaffa Grocery Co.

STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
UUTTKK NUT
UKEAD

I

top off all your other creature com
forts with a rattling good cigar like)
the famous White Lily. There'
smoke for you! Clear Havanna fillet
(no scraps or "shorts"). The wrapper
Is carefully and artistically "rolled."

Our Home Cooking
and Baking Department

others.

M. BERGER,

KADY?

The Kady man can be seen only
tomorrow In E. L. Washburn Co.'s
window.

213 WEST RAILROAD

All City

II

DON'T BLAME THE COAL MAN
IF YOU HAVE TO SHIVER NEXT
WINTER.
8TOCK YOUR
COAL
NOW.

I

ss

night-bloomin-

208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.

KADY?

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute- with
Worn art,
i
Especially, if he tells you to order
sack of
,
EMPRE83 FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you should target the order), that you could not
find It, (or every first-clasnood
handles EMPRESS. Tou Trill atwaya
find good bread, good biscuit, coot
pastry and moat important ot aJX
good cheer to greet you when jom
come noma for your dinner. Try tt.
EMPRE83 FLOUR la ths EmprtM ft

d

FRENCH BAKERY
Than

& CO.,

night-bloomin- g

00)000C000

Better

BORRADAILE

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Everything clean and new. Call and
see us.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
"Good Things to Eat."

0

Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.!
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges, ra

night-bloomin- g

A

DO YOU KNOW

BEAUTIFUL

NIGHT BLOOMING CEREUS
IN

Aoto. Phone 292

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS

MIDNIGHT

On the strength of a letter from
Flagstatf, publisned in these columns
a few days ago, the fair association is
taking up the matter of having a competitive contest between the old volunteer firemen, who reigned supreme
In Albuquerque in the days before
the
paid department came into existence,
and the present fire department under
"j v,u.ri auruess, and the plans are
meeting with much enthusiasm among
the "old timers" and the present flr.
men.
That the volunteer firemen would
put up a cracKerjack exhibition
goes
without saying, when it is known that
such men as Dr. W. N. Macbeth, Peter
r. McCanna. H. sott
Farr, J. E. .Matthew. Bernard
Harry Johnson, Billy Mason, Hoy McDonald, Frank .Vendnii
dim,,
gulnette, John Borradaile and Charlie
u.Ci woum oe some oi the volunteers
who would take part.
So much favor lias tne movement
met with already that Knight. Quier,
Macbeth, Mason and other heavyweights are out dally taking physical
culture in a forlorn hope of reducing
Weight SO as tn h In thu houf
-- vol. -- ,.
.uuujug
trim possible.
The present plans of the fair association for this feature1 include the
building of two miniature shell houses
which will be erected at some central
point down town, set fire to them,
and
let the volunteers and regulars make
a run from the same point to the fires,
lay their hose, and put the blazes out,
both working against time, the team
making the best time to be declared
the winners.
That ue feature would prove an attractive one to visitors can not be
doubted, and as a result the fair association will take up the proposition
and work it out in detail. The date
for this contest will be announced
later.

ALSO SMOKED MEAT
SMOKED TONGUES
WEINER SAUSAGE
BOLOGNA 8AUSAGE, ETC.

Colo. Phone Blk 93

desperado.
The picture in the lower right hand
corner is of Gonzales, the cattle thief,
escaped convict, and all around bad
man, who died with his boots on.
HAS

ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE BY

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

his ultimate death was pub. U ted in

these columns at the time.

z

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX,

IS BOBBING

CALIFORNIA
AND

DOWN-TIDEWA-

DOES IT

TER

Ban Francisco, Aurusf 3. If you
lived on the. Pacific coast and knew
that the earth heneat- - you wag so infirm as to actually bond toward and
seaward every time the tide came in.
and then rise as tin fide receded,
(would you be frightened?
Vou wouldn't need be, according to
Prof. ... O. lyenschner, director of
the observatory of the University of
California, who will furnlsB the scientific world with data upholding the
above outlined com.itiot..
A new type of RPlsmoKrapTi
the
Instrument that indicates and records

earthquakes which was
at the ohservatory

UP

AI

WJw

-

losing her head, as many an older
person would have done, firmly grasped a bush hanging over the edge of
the bank and loaning far out over the
water waited for the boy to come up
again.
When Sammy appeared at lie surface he had his arms stretched out
In the manner of a drowning person,
and Mazle lunged forward and grabbed his 'hand. With almost superhuman strength she dragged him toward tiie banK and by carefully slipping her hand along the bush held him
while she called loudly for lielp.
In the meantime, hrr sister, Margaret, trusting in Mazle's ability to
handle the rescue, ran for help and
the picnickers soon came to her assistance.
Mazle declared that they were Just
In time, for it had stenied that "she
couldn't hold on a minute longer."

EVENING CITIZEN.
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190.

PURE

MEW MEXICO

plnced in
a month following the earthquake, resulted In the

n

ORIAL FAIR

n

American League.
R. H .E.
At Chicago
3
6 0
Chicago
0 4 1 '
Boston
White
Datteries:
and Sullivan;
Young and Armbruster.
IN THC
II. H. E.
At Detroit
1
9 5
Detroit
11 U 1
New York
Batteries: Klllian and Schmidt;
Griffith, Chesebro and Kleinow.
row
i
R. II. E.
At Cleveland
1
6
2
Cleveland
y
'
;
,.
,
(Iff, $s
3 4 3
Philadelphia
row
Batteries: Bernhardt and Buelow;
t
iT.-'Coombes and Powers.
inn
R. H. E
At St. Louis
St. Louis
....11 14 2
6
3
. . . 2
Washington
F w an Er Wh, Mouth Waah, Starilltlaa)
Rickey; the ftottla and Wuhln( Napkiaa.
Howell and
Batteries:
ABSOLUTELY PURE
Smith and Wakefield.
Maneuvers by United States Troops,
2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- Dtwarcof atabatitate and balk borai. Tab)
earn. All dcalcra. Scad Sc for
National League.
0017
Baby Show.
S1.000.0O.
Stake,
bacco
aenpta
and illaatrated booklet oa Boras la
At New York New York-S- t.
Louis UKftutaery.
AdsYcaa
Jersey
$1,000.00.
Stock Show.
Stake,
Cream
Carnation
2:20
Trot
game postponed on account of rain.
PACIFIC COAST BORAX COMPANT
Poultry Exhibit
R. H.E.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
At Boston
HI.
Chicago,
7 9 3
Cincinnati
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
Trades Display.
3
9 3
Boston.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
Flower Parade.
- MULE -Batteries: Weimer and Livingston;
$1,500.00 for Bate Ball.
Dorner and Needham.
Montezuma Ball.
BORAX SOAP
At Philadelphia Philadelphia-Chicag- o
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit.
Carnival
attractions, with 20 shows on the
game postponed; rain.
Saves Hands, Clothes and Labor .
streets carnival all the time.
Relay Race.
Pittsburg Pittsburg-Brookly- n
At
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.
game postponed; rain.
Race.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
PROMOTER KIRCHMAN HAS
Western League.
RETURNED TO SOCORRO
9 11 2
Des Moines
Max Klrchman, promoter of the Bohe6 14 3 mian-American
Pueblo
colony at Socorro,
Dexter; who has recently returned to the Gem
Batteries:
Gillen
and
interesting discovery being made.
It simply proves that the earth is elas Barnes and Rennlcker.
city from an eastern visit, will leave
"It was never known before that the tic, which has always been known.
R. H.E. for Chicago, Pittsburg and PhiladelAt Lincoln
weight of the tide water caused a deIt
"H:w far from the shore line Is
3 3 6 phia Friday morning to push his colopression of the earth in California," reasonable to suppose the earth is af Lincoln
3
4
6 nization project. The exaggerated reDenver
ald Prof. Leuschner. "I have not yet fected by the weight of the tide w
Batteries: McKay and Wolfe; Pulge ports concerning the earthquake, have
made an official announcement of ter? Prof. Leuschner was asked.
and Welgart.
greatly lnterefered with his work and
what the new seismograph has shown
"The only way to ascertain that,"
City game he finds that he has much explaining
At Omaha Omaha-Siou- x
em I desire to first watch the working he replied, "would le to keep moving
postponed; rain.
to do in order to soften and tone down
of the machine further.
the seismograph back untlf it no long- the bad Impressions made by these
"The tide was not known to have er records any efTect by the Incoming
American Association,
fake reports with people who are condepressed the shore previous to the and outgoing tides,
At Louisville
sidering coming to the Socorro valley
2
earthquake. I believe we would have
"How about the theory that the Milwaukee
for the purpose of joining his colony.
9
known It, however, If we had had thej continual depressing and releasing of Louisville
new seismograph In operation then, the tension on the coast by tide waAt Columbus
"Make Ha While the Sun Shines."
11
in my opinion the same condition al-- l ter caused the recent quake, the earth Columbus
There Is a lesson in the work of the
2
ways prevailed.
cracking several miles back in the Minneapolis
thrifty farmer. He knows that the
"There Is no cause for alarm. The mountains from the same motion that At Indianapolis
bright sunshine may last but a day
0
fact that the weight of the water would cause the center of a hinge co Indianapolis
and he prepares for the showers
3
presses the land down does not mean snap?"
Kansas City
which are so liable to follow. So It
Toledo
At
reply.
support.
proper
was
rot,"
decisive
without
coast
"Mere
is
the
the
should be with every household. Dys8
Toledo
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
4
St. Paul
may attack some member of the home
THE SHORT LINE
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
Face-ForwarFROM
d
GOVERNOR'S HOUSE
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whie'd
Is the best known medicine for these
WARMING BRILLIANT diseases, should always be kept at
hand, as Immediate treatment Is necessary, and delay may prove fatal. For
-- To
MANY
AFFAIR AT SANTA FE
sale by all druggists.
SOCIET MATRONS AND MAIDS
o
PRESENT
DESCRIPTION
Give us your ROUGH DRY work, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Dsilutti
OF THE AFFAIR.
Monday, and get is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
The house warming Wednesday
AND THE NORTHWEST.
Rate $33.23 for the round trip. Tickets on sale
night at the beautiful home of GovGalveston's Sea Wall
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
ernor Herbert J. Hagerman, in Santa makes life now as safe in that city as
Fe, to which society people
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with Joint
of the on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
capital city had been eagerly looking who resides on Dutton street. In
agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of 50 cents
forward for weeks was one of. the Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
will be charged for this extension. For full particumost brilliant occasions in the social Fifety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
lars ask The Man at ticket window.
To
history cf Santa Fe. The invitations King's New Discovery for consumpyears
keeps
It
past
five
and
tion
the
numbered two hundred and fifty and
MINNEAPOLIS,
CHICAGO,
T.M. PURDY Agent
were connned to the people of Santa me well andsafe. Before that time
years
coufli
had
wnicu
I
for
a
had
guests.
Fe and their
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
Governor Hagerman was assisted in been growing worse. Now It's gone."
receiving by his sister, Mrs. Percy Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
Hagerman of Colorado Springs, and whooping cougn and prevents pneuROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
by Colonel Betts and Colonel Sena of monia. Pleasant to take. Every oot-tl- e
druggists.
Price
at
all
guaranteed
his staff. In the .lbrary Mrs. J. W.
The finest train service to the above
Raynolds served punch. In the dining 50c and SI. Trial bottle
points; also to New Orleans, Memroom Mrs. Max - rest and Mrs. Arthur
Eransvllle, Ind.;
phis, Vlcksburgi
sV.cM AMU WOMEN.
Seligman served salad and Miss La
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.;
Um Big
nnoBtorsU
fnr
Rue and Miss Raynolds served coffee.
Fla., and ell other points in
la I to t I.tlVCJ
dUrtiftruta.iotiavm Jtion,
QurlQtrf-im jrW
a irrita'.iuo or ul xtrttion
The home was artistically decorated Si
the south and southeast.
a m
atrlotar.
mucous)
vf
mtiabrsma.
with pink roses and carnations. BeauPiotm)
PsinlMi, And Dot MtriP
C. Col or poiAooout.
Ticket Office, 803 Seventeenth St.,
tiful women, beautifully gowned, comDenver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
DraiftMi.
pleted the brilliant scene. Mrs. Percy W""utemiuTi.or'""J orSold fey
Mat Id piain wiappr.
Hagerman wore an empire gown or
JAMES CULTON,
tor xprM, prvpttd, for
.00. or bottlf $2. 7ft.
black lace over white; Mrs. Raynolds
Commercial Agt
GirooUr foal oa rsOMU
wore black velvet. Mrs. Seligman s
gown was of white Spanish lace, Mrs.
t rost s cf black satin. Miss naynolds
and Miss La Rue each wore beautiful
lmiorted gowns.
Shortest and quickest line from
The executive mansion, on Lincoln
avenue, one of the spacious old resi
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Coldences built by the government, stands
orado Springs and all Colorado
on what was fonneny the military respoints. Connection at Denver and Puac
Hagerman
ervation.
Governor
eblo with all lines east and west.
quired the mansion from the govern
Time as quick and rates as low as by
ment. It has just been enlarged and
and other lines.
refurnished within and without, and
Is a solid Standard Pullmaa Electric Lighted train with Ladles'
to
be
Service,
nothing
ST.
LOUIS
to
have
the
Valet
left
Bath,
architects
Stenographer,
and
Barber,
Maid.
son
a
Sammy
Treat,
little
of
the
and
Special Correspondence:
DINING
SLEEPERS,
PULLMAN
desired In the way of modern comfort
NEW YOKK, leaving ST. LOUIS at 1 p. m. and runs every day In
New England, N. D., Aug. 2. New neighbor, wandered away from the or
leauty.
BIO
ROUTE.
FOUR
year
CARS,
CARS,
grown-uthe
TOURIST
vU
fishing.
Sammy
the
began
and
Eugland boasts the youngest heroine
The drawing room, fashioned after
CHAIR CARS.
McKen,zie is only fell Into a deep hole In the stream
The "ONLY TRAIN" from the SOUTHWEST that enters the
la the world. Mazle
u finished in blue
Immediately
sank to the bottom the colonial Isstyle,green,
3 years old and can hardly speak her and
City of New York without transfer.
dining
library
the
in
and
the
all
Mazle
On
Instinctively moved close to
through trains. No tiresome
own name. In spite of this handicap
room in the Mission style. The home
Other trains leave St. Louis 8:17 a. m., 12 m., and 11:23 p. m.
delays at any station.
she knew enough, and rnad nerve the bank and when Sammy's head ap is most,
complete in all Us appoint
It you are going "EAST" write
compan- peared she made a lunge forward to
enough to rescue a
society
ments,
now
Fe
Santa
and
that
grab him.
ion from drowning.
For Illustrated advertising matter
is formally Introduced there, pronKses
She missed.
While attending a iplcnlc a few days
or Information, address or apply to
Then the little heroine, instead of to be one of the social affairs of the
ago Mazle and her sister Margaret
Taxas,
Trawling Passingw Agtnt, Dallas,
city.
A.. Denver, Colo.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. &
who will give you the low summer tourist rates now la effect.

alF.lil

teA M.
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mi

J

September I7tli to 22nd, 1906.

Baby's Bath

'""'

y

ALBUQUERQUE

NURSERY
Baby's Clothes

QlOfOOO in

Purses for Horse Races

TEAM"

"20-

Territorial Fairs lor quarter of a centmy,
but nothing like this
Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

i

Comrades. Attention I

Illinois Central R.R.

Right

BRAVE LITTLE MAZIE

March
To the SANTA FE Depot and get one

COLORADO

of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.

&

NiGHl

DENVER

fr.

Jack-s;nvill-

f

&

e,

K I O G RA

l

j

Af

DE

"Scenic Line of tne World"

Tho "Knickerbocker Special9'

p

J,

M. STONE,

T.

BONUS FOR THE

A. S. BARNEY, T. P.

TOWN OF McALESTER
AP
SECRETARY
HITCHCOCK
PROVES ISSUE OF S175.000 FOR
MUNICIPAL
A Washington
dispatch announces
that Secretary Hitchcock lias decided
ot approve the Issue of $175,000 of
txmds by the town of McAlester, Inilian Territory.
He has withheld his
approval until this time locause of
the fear that there might be an at- t
nimble the amount because of
tin- - peculiar circumstances
which sur- roumi the town. Receiving assurance
that only t he one issue would be at
tempted In" approved it. The money
derived from the bonds will be used
to elect fcho.ils and build a sewer
system.

Solved.
periodic attacks of
I'.iioiiMiess and haiiitual constipation
was a msiery that Dr. King's New
' lie Pills solved for me." writes John
N. Pleasant, of Magnolia. Ind.
The
only pills tha- - are guaranteed to give
perfect catisfat tlon to everybody or
money rcfuuiei. uuly 25c at all drug
A Mvtterv
"How t. U.ep off

KIS'.S.

f., Santa

Fe, New Mex.

Communication Made Easy
Santa Fe Central Railway System

El Paso & Southwestern System
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains dally, carrying standard rnd tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

CARNETT KING

rv

General Agent.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
'JWI'.IWt'VLlLWW.Sg

V.

R. STILL.

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
Fast
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with tha El Paio ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe raUway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance. N. M.
our Dusiness reipectiuiiy sencitea.
r.
n .m tu QUA TO
J
ivnorn'o
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. algr. r
V
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Treas.
' J?
A. b. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNV,
Trsfeling Frt. and Pass. Agt.'
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

Oi
U

For full pirtlculars see any agent, or address

i

"

t

Oen. Pass. Agent

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

EVENING

CITIZEN

AND GET THE NEWS

ALBUQUERQUE

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3, 19M.

A

HOUSEHOLD

BALDWIN

DRY AIR

REFRIGERATORS.
Can and let us show you Its
advantages.

The FURNITURE MAN
Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

Both 'phones.

PAGE SEVEN. 1

The gackwnr of Baroda declares he
has found no beauty In American women.
That's what a man gets from
hanging around New York.
The W. C. T. U. of Los Angeles has
denounced the peekaboo waists. Did
you ever see but pshaw, what is the
use?
Now

WITH EVERY VEHI-- ,
CLE WE BELL.
Any part failing by
means of defective I
material or workman-ship will be made rood
without expense to the
owner. Irrespective of
tlrfiA of aerrlc. This
to prices, you can't beat our on the)

the cash value as stated, amounting to Nineteen Thousand Three Hundred and Sixty-nin- e

that an express company clerk

4

Dollars (5519,369) on the first proximo, and am
pleased with the result of your policy.
Very respectfully yours,
(Signed)
JOHN WANAMAKER.

nt

One Enough.
wonder why lightning never
strikes twice In the same place?"
"Hump. What Is the use?"
"And do you believe that to the victor belongs the spoils?"
"well, there's one place the spoils
don"t go to the victor. That's in our
boarding house."

.

fully protects you as to quality. A
'
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped wlta
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, up- noistering, trimming ana painting. King up, write or ran.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

In all of this talk of not accepting
Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
any trust's money to prepare for Win.
"Bryan's reception you haven't heard
J.
Ixrds1urg, where they formerly lived.
Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.
Auto. Phone 730
name of the trust that is anxious
They have hopes of obtaining employ- the
any,
you?
give
to
have
ment tnere or In that vicinity.
Of the others who come in. ome
A Manitowoc, Wis., street car con
MISTAKE.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
A DANGEROUS
have gone to various parts of the ductor received $30,000 from a man to
209 West Railroad
avenue, Is preUnited States, where they hope to'ob- whom he had been kind. However,
tain employment at their trade. Only the reports do not say that the man Albuquerque Mothers Should Not Neg pared to give thorough scalp treatlect Kidney weakness in
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
the machinists from Chihuahua, who was a passenger.
Children.
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
are still in the city, say they will re-- i
gives massage treatment and manicur
turn after the strike is settled, and "The beauty about base ball Is Its Most children have weak kidneys.
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
uncertainty," declared the fan.
resume their old duties.
warning Is
The
earliest
complexion cream builds up the
"Indeed, the monotony of base ball
general passenger
V. R. Stiles,
comes backache, headache, of
Later
skin and Improves the complexion,
is its absolute certainty,"
said the languor.
agent, and Garnett King, general agent BAR ASSOCIATION
Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
quiet man with spectacles. "Perhaps
'Tig a mistake to neglect these trou- and
of the El Paso & Southwestern, have
She also prepares a hair tonic that
will understand when I tell you I bles,
returned from Denver, Colo.
MEETING POSTPONED you
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
am from Boston."
To blame the child for Its own dis- falling out; restores life to dead hair;
H. U. Mudge, general manager of
tress.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
AUGUST 15 TO AUGUST 22,
"Did you have any long runs while
the Rock Island, Is out with a denial FROM
Seek to cure the kidneys
In the west?" asked Marcus Ranter,
AT CLOUDCROFT
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
MEMBERS
of the report that he is to go to the
kidney
deadly
from
Save the child
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
the eminent tragedian.
WILL TAKE NOTICE.
Santa Fe, succeeding President RipIlls.
All of these preparations aro pumy
"Not what might be termed runs,"
ley at the head of that system.
kidcure
Pills
sick
Kidney
Doan's
Secretary R. H. HaLna of the New replied the leading man of the Oarrlck
vegetable compounds. Have lust ad
neys.
ded a vibrator machine for tt :atment
Engineer W. A. Norris, of the Santa Mexico Bar association, yesterday re- repretolre company, "though we walkstaple
In
and
dealer
J. A. Skinner,
ceived a dispatch from President W ed from Colorado Springs to Kansas
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles,
Fe coast lines, and daughter. Miss A.
216
Railroad
fancy
West
groceries,
Hawkins, of the association, In City."
It Is alBO used for rheumathm, pains
Glennle, returned this morning from forming
avenue, says: "Some time ago there and massage
a pleasure trip to the City of Mexico. meeting him that the regular annual
case
came to my notice a
of a child
Another Kind.
of the bar association for the
They were absent from Albuquerque present year,
The Coshocton Dally Age came out whose control over the kidney secrewhich was called to meet
three weeks.
pro
parents
at Cloudcroft, Otero county, on Wed in a new dress Friday last seven col- tions was limited. The
Pills at
Paul Scott, who nag been holding nesday, the loth of August, has been umns and other changes the work cured for it Doan's Kidney
AND CURE
LUNGS
ac
down a desk In the local Santa Fe postponed until Wednesday, the 22nd being done by their big, new duplex a divg store, and the treatment,
a cording to directions for children, was
shop offices, eit this morning for his of August, and that it would then be web press, recently Installed,-witto the limit
WITH
old home at Indianapoi.8, 'where he called to order at Cloudcroft by the capacity of 83 per minute. It may be commenced. In addition
will spend three weeks, resting and president. It seems that the commit of interest to our readers to know ed control there was considerable
fully
tee on entertainment at Cloudcroft that the Indicator Is not printed on a backache, the complications
visiting.
misunderstood the date originally set duplex press. The gigantic press be- proving that In some way the kidneys
Albuquerque Is soon to receive a and haa made arrangements .or prop- hind the Indicator stove is a perplex. were either weakened or overexcited
The treatment of Doan's iKdney Pills
visit from J. W. Kendrlck, vice presi- erly receiving the members of the bar West Lafayette (O.) Indicator.
0NSUMPTI0M
Pries
so strengthened the kidneys that, the
dent of the Santa Fe. who left Chi- association on the 22nd Inst. Speakers
00
OUGHSand
60c
czar
The
sul
shook
with
hands
the
annoyance ceased."
cago a few days ago on bis general for the occasion hive been bo inform
OLDS
Trial.
Fret
they
platform
as
tan
at
stood on the
semi-annuFor sale bv all dealers. Price 50
Mr. ed and other necessary conditions are
tour of inspection.
Constantinople depot, saying good- cents. Foster-MUbuCo., Buffalo,
Surest and ttuickest Cure for all
Mr. the
Kendrlck Is accompanied by a number being arranged for that day.
bye.
N. Y., sole agents
THROAT and LUNG TROUBfor the United
of minor officials.
Hanna desires the members to take
up
Petersburg
run
to
"You must
LES, or MONEY BACK.
States.
due notice and govern themselves acand se6 me some day, Ab," said the
TRAIN AGENTS WILL COLLECT
Remember the name Doan's and
cordingly.
President Hawkins and czar.
you
can
promise
a good time." take no other.
"I
57
TICKETS IN PULLMAN CARS. Secretary Hanna are very desirous
PIONEER BAKERY
o
Beginning August 1, train agents on that the attendance should be as great "To be sure you can, Nick," retortSIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
I
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the Southern Pacific began collecting as possible and every delegate who ed the sultan. "Don't think that
(Successor to Balling; Bros.)
the papers for nothing. You and
tickets from passengers in Pullman can make it at all convenient to at read
(Homestead Entry No. 6263.)
cars instead of leaving that duty to tend is asked to bring his family or I have 'em all beaten to a pulp when
Department of the In:."lor, Land Of WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
the Pullman conductors, as hereto- at least a member or two of it to it comes to promising things."
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, July
fore.
We desire patronage and we guarCloudcroft
Free railroad transportaAug. 3.
Pittsburg,
17. 1906.
Superintendent S. C. Marks issued tion for all those wSo will come has Editor Most Anything: Pa.,
antee first class baking.
Notice is hereby given that the fol 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
the order calling upon the train agents been arranged over the Santa Fe Cen
I am so unfortunate as to be a resto collect railroad tickets.
It has tra land the El Paso & Southwestern ident cf rittsburg. in fact, I was born lowing named settler has filed notice
been the custom for the Pullman con railroads end negotiations are now go- here, and have lived here all my life. of his intention to make final proof
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ductors to collect the tickets, Includ- ing on wltn the Atchison, Topeka & Several years ago, by a lucky stroke, in support 01 his claim, and that said
ing the Pullman, and turn the former Santa Fe railway and other systems in I made several million dollars. I have proof will 1e made before the probate LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
clerk at Albuquerque, New ..iexico, on
over to the train conductor.
FER STABLES.
New Mexico, for the securing of either been comparatively happy until re- September
5, 1906, tu.:
Horses and Mules Bought and Exytransportation
free
or
reduced
rates
girl
a
cently,
claims
chorus
who
when
Salazar, of AlbuFelix Oarcla-TRANSFER OF SOUTHWESTERN
changed.
for memlierg of the association end to have been In the original "Floro-dor- querque, Bernalillo county, New MexBEST TURNOUTS IN THE QITY
SHOPS TO EL PASO. their families.
happened
me.
Bextet,
At
see
to
ico, for the NEtt SE',4. Section 10;
The transfer of the army of em
between Railroad and
the same time she learned I waa a NW SW, Section 11. Township 10 Second Street,
ployes of the El Paso & Southwestern
Copper Avenue.
appreyou
can
millionaire.
No
doubt
OFFICIAL
MATTERS
north, Range 5 east.
railroad chops in El Paso will be slmul
ciate my predicament and sympathize
He names the following witnesses
taneous, as near as possible, in the
THIRD
I
me.
with
shall
do?
What
Pensions Granted.
to prove his continuous residence upon
movement of so large a body of men
Owing to the work of Delegate Anand cultivation of said land, viz.:
and their families, the result being
No one can deny that you are unthe pension office has granted
Pilar Trujlllo, Francisco Olguin, Da-rlthat within a week or two following drews,
Turn over all your stocks,
Gutierrez and Juan Apodaca, allot
1, the date officially set by the following pensions to New Mexico fortunate.
.. September
All Kinds of Fresh and 8alt Meats.
bonds and real estate to your wife Carpenter, New Mexico.
General Manager Simmons for the veterans:
Steam Sausage Factory.
publicly.
announce
Or
the fact
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
Juan Isidro Gonzales, Wagon Mound, and
opening of the shops, the force of bemake an assignment, ask the federal
Register.
tween 4U0 and 500 men will be poured Increase to $10 per month from June courts
EMIL KLEINWORT.
to declare you a bankrupt, or
20, 1906; Jose Leon Gonzales, Chapelle,
into tnat city.
Masonic Building, North Third Street
e.
End of The World
apply
The
for
to
admission
the
per
$8
26,
increase
to
May
month
from
This influx of permanent citizens at
Any of the actions named will relieve of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
one time has probably never before 1906; Morrison Garst, Roswell,
you of all trouble.
of Bear Grove, la., of an .usefulness,
pension
10
per
eof
month
to
been equalled in the southwest and
came when he began taking Electric
from
20,
1906;
June
William
Strain,
T.
is difficult to comprehend. Imagine
THE CELEBRATED
The Intense itching characteristic Bitters. He writes: "Two years ago
original
Albuquerque,
pension
$6
of
tne convention of several large organ' per
of salt rheum and eczema is instantly kidney trouble caused me great suff
16,
1905.
month
from
December
izatlons, drawing several hundred del
allayed by applying Chamberlain's ering, which I would never have surNotary Public Appointed.
egates each, to the city, and then imSalve.
As a cure for skin diseases vived had I not taken Electric Bit
tary
The
foi.
n
owing
public
has
agine all those delegates staying per
this salve is unequaled. For sale by ters. They also cured me of general
been
appointed
by
Governor
Herbert
J.
manently, and some idea of the situa- Hagerman:
debility." Sure cure for all stomach,
Joseph F. Hunt, of Ros- all druggists.
tion at El Paso, September 1, can be well,
o
liver and kidney complaints, blood discounty.
Chaves
gained.
TAKE A PLUNGE
eases, headache, dizziness and weakService
Star
Established.
!n the
The men will lie rushed as rapidly
ness or bodily decline. Price 50c, Guarhas
Star
service
been
established
as possible after September 1, accord from Albert, Union county,
SWIMMING POOL.
anteed by all druggists.
Roy,
and
ing to the announcement of Mr. Sim
504 North First Street.
Open Daily,
o
Bottled In Bond.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
mons. who says the movement will be Mora county, a distance of eighteen
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
miles.
practically made at one time, covering
Window screens, 7 cents per foot
but a week or so in aJ.
Ft. Bayard, N. M., July 28, 1906.
NOTICE TO SUM- Though many of the men may not
A home made door, with trimmings,
Sealed proposals in triplicate for
MER WANDERERS.
for $1.25.
be accompanied by their families at constructing approximately 28,000 feet
Distillers.
Have The Evening Citizen for- - a"
We are making window screens all
first, it is evident the facilities of even of brick or concrete gutters and side
your
e
warded to
address when
mortised together, and as strong as
El Paso will be pushed to accommo- walks at this point will be received
FRANKFORT, KY.
you
go
away
your
on
vacation.
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
date the sudden inrush.
until 11 a. m., Aug. 27, 1906, and then " If you are now a paid up sub- - V screen
door,
or
that
opened. Information furnished on apscriber, please let us know when
will outlast any door shipped in here
plication. U. S. reserves right to acAMERICAN MACHINISTS IN
you order the paper forwarded,
MELINI & EAKIN
from the cast, together with trimcept or reject any or all proposals or
and aldo let us know If you de-- V mings, for $1.25.
Sole Agents.
FLIGHT FROM MEXICO any part thereof. Envelopes containsire It stopped at your home ad- - s" We make the regular shop made
ing proposals should be endorsed e" dress. Be careful
Albuquerque,
N. M.
postto give
screen doors that have, always cost,
gutters
office, hotel or street address, In
Automatic Phone, 199.
Wednesday's Mexican Central train "Proposals for constructing
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.26. for $1.60.
all cases.
V
and that of the day before brought up and sidewalks," and addressed to
8UPERIOR LUMBER AND
nineteen American machinists end Capt. S. P. Vestal, Qmr.
PLANING MILL CO.
other employes who have been working in the shops of the Mexican Central in Mexico, says the El Paso Herald. Each day this week a number of
employes have arrived in El Paso from
various points in the republic, principally Aguas Calientes, Torreon and
Chihuahua, all having left the republic
on account of the strike instituted iy
the Mexican employes.
Since last March, when nine American machinists arrived here from Chi
huahua, more than fifty other Ameri
cans and tfteir ramilies have come up
from Mexico. Many brought their kits
of tools along with them and declare
that they do not intend to return to

RAILROAD

Guarantee

0,

New York has made $27,000 on a
two-cestamp, no doubt there will
be an Increased demand for stamps.
In

This Strong:

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 22, 1902.
The Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Dear Sir: I am in receipt of your letter of
the 8th instant, in reference to Policy No. 15,-46and will be glad to have your cheque for

"I

J. D. EMMONS

CITIZEN.

Most Anything

NECESSITY

During the summer months Is
a good refrigerator, one that
really preserves things, and
does not require much Ice,
either. All these, and oher essentials, are found in the

EVENING

Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine Works

at. . MALL. Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart; SaafUag.
Pulleys, Grr.de Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa Frost t
Buildings.
Repair en Mining end Mill Machinery e etpeelelty
Foundry east tide of railroad track.
AJbaqssrsss, n. a.

j

TOPICS

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
General Betiding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices
We have received a car load of L Ightnlng presses and in Order to sell
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load freight.

KILL the COUCH
the

Dr. King's

a:wSy::

Nor Discovory

for

ft

A

WRITE TO

rn

a"

STREET

o

Meat Market

-

U

8 AT ONCE.

TYttltlllltlltlll

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts live year and
stops leaks. Caea paid for Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE.
408 WEST RAILROAD

SCREEN TIME

PAINTS,

SHOEMAKER

General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store. Bout

Third street.

0. W. Strong's Sons

W. E.

MILL

MAUGER

WOOL

with Mauger

aV

Avery, Boston.

')

First St.

"

Office, 115 North

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
I
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

TOTI e OR A PI
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars, place your orders foe
this line with os.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Window

and

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN8

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

11,

Door

screens mads to order.

XXXXXXXXOCXXXXXXX3COCOOOa

INSURANCE,

L.

her.

la

A, SLEYSTER

7.

j

ocoooooocoocxxxxxxxxxx3oa

Thos. F. Keleher

riRK

INSURANCE.

t

rttltYYYItlltlltt

3

KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqce

J.

poor-hous-

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

ill

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
1

N. Second

avenue.

M. DRAGOIE
and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West RaUroai

St. Bota Phones.

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, IM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
800 North Broadway, corner of Waa
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

TP O TEl UES ILn XE 1x3"
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Been

Mexico.

"We have hud enough," said a ma
cninlst from Aguas Calientes, this
marnlng, "and we are not going back
Four machinists who had their tads
passed in the customs baggage room
at the union depot, left yesterday for

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

Belen. is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

&

Santa Fe Railway

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,

Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Befcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
A good looking face
What is the secret of good looks ?
Complexion a clear, smooth,
youthful complexion with health
tints that fairly glow with life.
You can have a good complexion.
Your face, neck, arms and
hands can be made delicious to
look at. Use Hagan's Magnolia
Balm and you'll look ten years
younger immediately after ap- plying it. It is not a cosmetic,
neither is it greasy or sticky. It
is a liquid as harmless as distilled water.
75C, at all druFg.i.
m

Ot 1.M0 basinets and resld?nce lots, site 25x142 feet, laid out with rod 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautifol lake and public park and grand old ahsde trees; pablls seaool fcoase, eesV
tag M00; ehurches, Commercial club; a population of 1,600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 15 barrels dally; large winery; ttree ketels,
ftatairasta, etc. Belen Is the larg: shloplng point for wool, Bour, wheat, wine, beans and bay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial ralliad elty laths near future cannot as ssttmatsc.
70-fo-

ty.

v AIL FA8T LIMITED EXPHES8.

Tks Iota

MAIL AND KREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA

FE ROUTE W.LL

ctered are 'a the center of the elty, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
yard, drug itor narnMi mop, tie , etc. Aiio a
modern hoteL

woo

;

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND

A

AND SOUTH.

We need a lrmtrClass bakery, tailor shop, shoe aoass. Jeweler, alombtag skos,

vlaatrj

mill.

nrst-elas- s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
t

m

WET, NORTH

M

fl&

JOHN BECKER, President1

SKMEI

I JWMi CItiU litaSJi

i

S If Gri MCZil

I

DEEDS.

eJtMMRJUfiy

WM..M. BERGER, Secretary

S. A

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

A

LOCAL AND

EVENING CITIZEN.

NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.

Manager Davis, of the Penny
216i South Second street, an
nounces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whole show for a'
Penny.

PERSONAL
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.

FRIDAY,

' V.

TODAY, TOMORROW

AND SATURDAY

j

Your white shoes can easily be
At four o'clock nil passenger trains
cleaned and made to look like new by
were reported on time.
using Quick Wlilte or Blanco dressing, lic and 25s per package.
C.
BUY A PAIR OF OUR LOW SHOES
F. T. lloomer, representing a railMay's Shoe store. 314 West Railroad
road equipment house, is In the city.
avenue.
Postofflce Inspector C. O. Phell Is
Don't fan to see the Kady mn in
again In the city on official business.
is still a lot of hot "weather ahead
Co.'s window,
L. A. Hughes, the Santa Fe wool E. L. Washburn
of us and you owe it to yourself to make
merchant, is registered at the Alvarado.
low shoes do
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
your feet comfortable.
Major Ernest Meyers returned to
2
dainty aspounds fancy creamery butter.. 45c
the city this morning from a business
this to perfection. We have
3 dozen fresh Kansas eggs
65c
trip out west.
Styles, from the
sortment of Up-to-Da- te
20c
Mrs. A.. A. Henry, who has been Pint Jar strained honey
30c
on the sick list the past few days, was 33c can of baking powder
Kid
Cool
to the Full Dress
1 package of Force and 1 package
out driving yesterday.
of Shreaned Wheat Biscuit
25c
Oxford, for Men, Women and Children.
Juan S. Hart, proprietor of the
25c
Times, El Pago, passed up the road 33 bottles of pickles
cans mustard sardines
25c
OUR PRICES ARE VERY REASONABLE
for Denver this morning.
2 cans of clams
25c
'W. S. Booten, head saleamnn for the California
per can ....12
Men's Canvas Oxfords, leather soles I
1.50
American Tobacco company, is In the Raspberries,plums,
15c
per can
city calling on local merchants.
1 pound of
Men's Vici Kid Oxfords
1.65 to 3.00
Baker's cocoa 45c
Walter
Conductor J. E. TIngley and wife Fancy tapioca
He
Men's Velour Calf Oxfords
2.25 to 3.50
returned to the city last night from a
We will receive a full line of school
Ting-ley's
visit to Moncton, Canada, Mr.
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords
3.00 to 4.00
books for school opening.
old home.
Women's Canvas Oxfords
1.50 to 2.25
THE MAZE.
daughter.
Mrs. E. J. Gibson and
Wm, Kieke, Prop.
Women's Vicl Kid Oxfords
1.65 to 3.00
Mrs. S. B. Weld, returned to the city
yesterday from a sight-seein- g
- 2.50 to 3.50
trip to
Women's Patent Kid Oxfords
Don't fall to see the Kady man in
the Grand Canyon.
E. L. Washburn
Co.'s window,
1.00 to 2.25
Oxfords for Boys and Girls
C. B. Goode, chief of the nlr department of the Santa Fe, with headquarters at Topeka, was a caller at
BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES
the local shops today.
M. H. Sabln, the commission broker,
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Sealed bids will be received by the
returned to the ally this morning manager
of the Territorial Fair at hit
from
a business trip to the southern office. Room
When
purchased at F. P. Trotter'
11, Grant block, up to and
towns.
including
15th, for all concesAugust
ry
store,
aura
are
ere
to bring the
This morning at 11:30 Frank
sions and privileges, both at the fair
an employe of the Alvarado grounds and the new town. This inright flaror to all dishes Into which
The fracture was set by Dr. James cludes bar privileges at fair grounds.
they enter. Thla la because we al- H. Wroth.
P. F. McCANNA,
ways procure the best manufactured.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard H. Belts, of
Manager.
ren
out
We find
Silver City, registered at the Alvarado
first what brands are
night
and continued on to Silver
SMOKED TONGUES
liable and personally guarantee them. lust
City on a later train.
PICKLED TONGUES
BOLOGNA SAUSAGE
The tax list of Bernalillo county
CERVELAT SAUSAGE
will be published
in The WTeeiUy
SALAME SAUSAGE
Citizen tomorrow, and be continued
RING SAUSAGE
in four consecutive weeks.
IMPORTED SWISS CHEESE
Mrs. Maggie Matheson and maid
BRICK CHEESE
last night from a pleasant
COPVRIGH
No. 118 and 120 South Second street returned
CREAM CHEESE
sojourn on the Paclflc coast. The
All kept in our new display Ice
lady is a sister of Mrs. H. J. Rehder.
from dust and germs. Call
George W. Hickox, of the jewelry boxes, free
and see us. Everyone welcome.
firm
& Maynard company,
Hickox
of
T. Y. MAYNARD
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
GEO. W. HICKOX.
was a passenger for Sant;. Fe last
"Good Things to Eat,"
night, where he will visit f jr a short
o
time.
The Kady man can be seen only
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
Attorney E. V. Chaves returned tq tomorrow in E. L. Washburn Co.'s
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSthe city last night from Los Angeles, window.
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RINQ US UP AND WE WILL CALL
where he visited a couple of weeks
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
with his family, who are spending the
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
summer on the coast.
PLACED IN 'i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WO.vK FROM OUT
H. J. Ramer, the Walrous, N M., Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.
OF TOWN. WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf. TRY US.
cattle man, came down from Santa
"KADY."
Fe last night, and is in the city to
-- olooking
remain
days,
several
his
after
CITY POUND SALE.
-Albuquerque property interests.
following
The
animal h?s been taken
Miss Gertrude Eakin, daughter of up and Is now In the city pound, and
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
will
be sold unless called for by owner
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Eakin, is at Spoone cream colored pony,
kane, Wash., spending her summer at once:
SOUTH 8EC0ND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
vacation with relatives of Mr. Eukln. white hind foot, white face, marked
She will return home some time in "NB" cn right hip, "(!)" on left hip.
September.
THOMAS McMIIXIN,
City Marshal.
E. Maharam, who conducts a store
at 616 West Railroad evenue, left last
Don't
to
see
fail
the Kady man In
night for New York, where he goes to E. L.
Washburn Co.'s window,
purchase a complete stock or fall and
winter goods. He expects to be ab
sent a month.
Two davs mora of the hlsr hnmlUer.
Fourth and Railroad A venae ?
Charles Mann, the postmaster and chief sale now on at the Racket.
general merchant at Publitos, who has
"KADY."
been here the past few days purchasing goods and visiting his brothers.
PAPER
HANGING
AND PAINTING.
John and Emll Mann, will return
homo tonight.
All kinds of work done promptly
A. W. Grant, managing editor of the and satisfactorily.
Contracts taken.
Fort Worth, Texas, Telegram,, was a Leave orders at 714 West TIJeras ave
visitor in this city yesterday, en route oue.
W. F. WARDWELL.
HARDWARE.
to the Grand Canyon, where he will
spend some time before Teturning to GOOD THINGS TO EAT FROM OUR
BAKERY DEPARTMENT.
his duties in the newspaper field.
HARNESS
layer cakes, each 25c, 40c, 50c
Powell Stackhou.se, Jr., and wife, of Fancy
San Antonio, N. M., are spending the Fancy Chocolate cakes, each 25c. 40c,
SADDLES
Soc.
day in tne city. Mr. Stackhouse Is
Fancy Cocoanut cakes, each 25c, 40c,
son
bought
the
man
of
the
who
the
CHINA
50c.
Carthage coal fields a year ago.
Fancy Jelly Roll, cut
15c
"Stranger
O. second, Clara B. sec
GLASSWARE
Cookies of different varieties,
ond; time fast." Signed Frost. This Fancy
Dozen, Jc.
was the text
of a telegram Joe Pies, all freh fruit flavor.
PLUMBING
Barnett received from his trainer, Doughnuts,
butter cups, etc., 5c, 10c,
who has the Barnett string at Hlg- zoc.
TINNING
ginsville, Mo., this week. The purses
These goods could not be better
in both races were S 1,000.
made. Nor contain better Ingredients.
Mrs. Joseph Barnett returned yes maae in our Clean Bakery. Call
and
terday from lxng Beach, Cal., where inspect our goods.
she and her sister, Mrs. Pettlbon,
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
spent the early part of the summer.
"Good Things to Eat."
Mrs. Pettlbon remained on the coast.
Tomorrow Mr. and Mrs. Barnett will
HAVE YOU SEEN KADY?
o
leave on a pleasure trip to Seattle,
IMPORTED
HOF- MUNCHEN
Wash.
GO.
ON DRAUGHT,
AT THE
A regular meeting of O. K. Warren BRAU,
Post No. 5. G. A. R., will be held in WHITE ELEPHANT.
1
I. O. O. F. hall tomorrow evening.
FEE'S GOOD COLO ROOT BEER.
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
August 4, at 7:30 o'clock. It Is de WALTON'S
DRUG STORE.
sired that every member who can will
albe present.
Visiting comrades
The Kadv man can be seen onlv
ways welcome. By order of J. G, tomorrow la K L Washburn Co.'s
Caldwell, P. C. W. W. McDonald, window.
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Any Suit in the House
(Except
Staple Blacks)
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F. F. TROTTER

The Hickox May nard Co.

ALBUQUERQUE

ALBUQUERQUE
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HARDWARE

CO.

adjutant.

Diamond" Palace
RAILROAD AVE.
We Invite

Eleven days ago, when B. A.

Sley-

NEW GOODS

NEW PRICES

Raabe & Matge?
J IS North First Street,
Automatic Rhone a40

between Railroad and Coppar
Colorado, Black 101

Hardware, Ranch Supplies, Crockery
We have made a large purchase of a superior
grade of Enamelware, including the largest
line and variety of Preserving Pots and Kettles

Asents for Celebrated Diamond Edee Tools and Cutlery

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
t
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

--o-

"so-calle-

KADY

talking machines and records on
earth, but we have the most select.
Watch for the Peerless Electric pianos. Respectfully, yours for
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
busl-ness-

We do it right.
Imperial Laundry Co.

Badaracco's

Kady may be seen in out Second Street
Window

Summer

DRY.

Garden

H3, ti5, ft 7 Sooth First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
WIclNTOSH hardware: company
Successors to E. J. POST

M

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

Fine Whiskies, Wines, Brandies and
soft drinks. Good restaurant and
bowling alleys In connection. Every
body welcomed and accommodations

DCOO0COC0000OO

See Display
in

LIVKRY COMPANY
No. 424 North Second St.

SANITARY

BOARDING

STABLE

F. T. 6CHMIDT, Prop.
Colo, phone, Blk. 35.

E

40 1, 403 North First Street

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

London Club

DON'T FAIL TO LOOK

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

ROUGH

first-clas- s.

TOMORROW

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

"KADY."

-

ster had just returned to his rest CHICKERtNG A SON'S PIANOS?
dence after a business trip out of the
YES
city, he stepped on a rock and it
turned, with the result that Mr. Sley We sell 'em. Also the Everett, Kimster's left fort at the ankle was badly ball, and several other makes. We
sprained. He Is up and around on invite you to compare our orlces wlt'o
Just as good" pianos,
crutches, but hopes to have the foot other
handled by other Arms. The percentIn good shape in a very short time.
age will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of

1

uzsm

NEW STORE

HARDWARE

Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, silverware.
Diamonds, Watch
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

fl
Weat Gold

EES M
DIMM
ST
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

Auto., 311.
BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlea

Transactions

Cuarantood

ROSENFIELD'S,

118

W, R. R. Ave,

U Vfi

I jj

Food

OurWindow
ooroooooocooo
215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

ja

NEW MEXICO
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